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Abstract

The Embryonic Origins of Primate Encephalization

by

Andrew Christopher Halley

Doctor of Philosophy in Biological Anthropology

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Terrence W. Deacon, Chair

Encephalization is one of the defining characteristics of the primate Order. Unlike other mamma-
lian radiations, primates exhibit exceptionally high relative brain sizes at birth and across prenatal 
development. This indicates that the shared degree of adult encephalization in primates is the de-
velopmental product of changes to early brain or body growth that have never been fully character-
ized. This dissertation examines brain and body growth relationships across prenatal ontogeny in a 
wide range of primate and non-primate mammals in order to reexamine the developmental origins 
of primate relative brain size.

A review of allometric brain/body growth over fetal development shows that primate prenatal en-
cephalization is shared by all primate radiations but not the closest out-groups, and begins during 
embryonic development. Fetal rates of exponential brain growth acceleration in primates are with-
in the range of eutherian values; species with larger adult brains or isocortical proportions do not 
exhibit faster fetal brain growth. Neither allometric nor acceleration data support theories propos-
ing faster fetal brain growth in mammals according to physiological or life history variables. Rates 
of fetal body and visceral organ growth acceleration are exceptionally slow in primates, consistent 
with slow postnatal body growth rates and life history schedules. Embryonic development is char-
acterized by high brain/body proportions in many non-primate mammals; however, only primates 
retain this high allometric proportion into later fetal stages of development. This novel feature of 
primate growth is likely a consequence of slower postcranial body growth, rather than any partic-
ular feature of primate brain growth and development.

This study provides developmental evidence that increases in relative brain size at the origin of the 
primate Order may have been a consequence of body size reduction, possibly as an adaptation to 
locomotion within an arboreal niche.
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CHAPTER 1.    Introduction

Allometry in context

Students of brain evolution have long sought to understand how brain size and related measures 
correspond to something like interspecies “intelligence” [Striedter, 2005]. This enterprise has, 
perhaps not surprisingly, involved the search for some metric that distinguishes our own species, 
Homo sapiens, from “lower” animals. It has long been recognized that humans are dwarfed in 
absolute brain size by a range of species, such as elephants and cetaceans. Recognizing this, 
Darwin described in Descent of Man “the large proportion which the size of man’s brain bears to 
his body” as “closely connected with his mental powers.” Relative brain size, however, is again 
size-dependent – the largest brain/body ratios are those of the smallest mammals, many of which 
surpass the human proportion of ~2.5%. Finally, a number of measures describing residual varia-
tion around this interspecies trend – most notably, Jerison’s [1976] encephalization quotient (EQ) 
– offered a measure that not only distinguished our species, but others we believe to be relatively 
intelligent within the mammalian order.
 While encephalization has persisted as a proxy for general intelligence, the tools of 
comparative neuroscience have largely surpassed such crude mass comparisons. Contemporary 
methods allow mammalian brains to be compared according to functional, architectural, cellular, 
genetic, and systems levels undreamed of by Darwin and his contemporaries. Measures of gen-
eral species intelligence have also been deconstructed into more domain-specific cognitive and 
behavioral capacities that can be linked to particular neurological features. Given this method-
ological sophistication, what can measures like allometry and encephalization still tell us about 
the evolution of primates? Yes, primates are highly encephalized relative to other mammals – but 
don’t we learn more from describing their exceptionally large isocortices, reduced olfactory 
systems, expanded visual areas specialized for binocularity, additional somatosensory and motor 
fields for precise movement, and the appearance of granular prefrontal cortex for executive con-
trol?
 At least since D’Arcy Thompson’s On Growth and Form [1915], allometry has led a sec-
ond life within biological sciences – namely, the description of relative growth relationships in 
comparative ontogeny. Growth is an exceptionally difficult variable to compare across species, as 
it is nonlinear, proceeds at different rates in different organs in different species, and is regularly 
agnostic to linear measures of time. This introduces the problem of selecting a meaningful tem-
poral anchor at which comparisons can be made across dynamic processes, such as adulthood, 
birth, or stages of similar morphology. Amid these difficulties, allometric growth represents a 
critical tool for understanding phenotypic diversity, linking genetic and epigenetic mechanisms 
to alterations in growth patterns that generate variation across ontogeny.
 This dissertation examines ontogenetic brain/body allometry in primates to better under-
stand how and when during development our Order begins to exhibit exceptionally large brains. 
My principal focus is not the cognitive or behavioral correlates of encephalization, a body of 
scholarship that is beyond the scope of summary or critique here [cf. Lefebvre, 2012]. Instead, 
I focus on trying to unpack the embryonic and fetal growth patterns that produce primate en-
cephalization later in ontogeny. This largely anatomical project attempts to explain an observa-
tion first made by Count [1947] nearly seventy years ago, and one which has resisted characteri-
zation since that time – why are primates uniquely encephalized across prenatal development?
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Primate encephalization and “isocorticalization”

On average, primates exhibit roughly twice the brain size that we should expect for mammals of 
their body size (i.e. encephalization quotient; [Jerison, 1973]). However, primate radiations are 
encephalized to different degrees (Fig. 1.1A), and the deviation of brain size in different primate 
clades from allometric expectations depends on which outgroups we compare them to. For ex-
ample, prosimian brain size is only marginally higher than mammalian allometric trends, but this 
comparison lumps together phylogenetically diverse mammals (rather than closely related clades), 
and is also affected by the inclusion of highly encephalized primates in calculating the mammalian 
average (note that this Chapter will employ the paraphyletic term “prosimian” rather than the cla-
distic group “strepsirrhine,” as tarsiers follow streprsirrhine trends in encephalization, and evolu-
tionary changes to brain size in the root anthropoid are of central concern). If we compare primates 
and tree shrews relative to glires (rodents and lagomorphs), the shared degree of encephalization 
since the LCA to Euarchontoglires becomes more apparent (Fig. 1.1A).
 In general, mammalian brain structures scale in highly predictable ways as size increases 
(concerted evolution; [Stephan et al., 1981]) suggesting developmental regularities to how brains 
evolve [Finlay & Darlington, 1995]. However, in addition to being highly encephalized, primates 
are also “isocorticalized” as an Order, exhibiting larger isocortices than would be expected from 
interbrain allometric trends [Barton & Harvey, 2000](Fig. 1.1B). Whether or not we consider this 
deviation in isocortical proportions true “mosaic evolution” [Barton & Harvey, 2000; Finlay et al., 
2001; Striedter, 2005; Reep et al., 2007], primate neocortex size does appear to be an outlier to 
allometric trends that describe brain structure scaling according to whole brain size [Stephan et al., 
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1981]. 
 As in relative brain size, anthropoids have proportionally more isocortex than do prosimi-
ans, although all primates appear to exhibit degrees of this allometric shift relative to tree shrews or 
“insectivores” (a defunct taxon comprising primarily Eulopotyphla and Afrosoricidae, but a useful 
comparison point from Stephan et al.’s [1981] dataset on interbrain allometry). In addition to dis-
proportionately large isocortices, primates exhibit a reduction in “limbic structures” (i.e. a variety 
of di- and telencephalic structures related to olfaction and expressing LAMP protein [Levitt, 1984; 
Levitt et al., 1997]). This observation has suggested that primates share a shift in early prosomer-
ic boundaries [Puelles & Rubenstein, 2003], simultaneously increasing isocortical founder pools 
and shrinking LAMP-associated di- and telencephalic structures [Finlay et al., 2001; Reep et al., 
2007]. Additional data on allometric growth of brain structures during embryonic development 
(as applied to birds in Striedter & Charvet [2008]) is sorely needed to clarify the developmental 
emergence of these adult differences.   
 Isocortical expansion is an attractive hypothesis to explain trends in primate encephal-
ization for several reasons. Setting aside the overlap in tree shrew and prosimian relative brain 
size, two grade shifts in encephalization within the primate Order correspond to increases in rel-
ative isocortical proportion. First, prosimians are more highly encephalized than the out-group 
glires, and also have relatively large isocortices relative to “insectivores” (interbrain allometric 
data is unavailable for glires). Second, haplorhines are both more encephalized and have larger 
isocortices than strepsirrhines do. Whether humans deviate from the interbrain allometric trends 
of haplorhines (e.g. exhibit disproportionately large isocortices) depends largely on which brain 
structures we use as the basis of comparison [Deacon, 1988], but several analyses have found hu-
man isocortical proportions to be within the range of expected values [Finlay & Darlington, 1995; 
Barton & Harvey, 2000], and a preferential expansion should not be assumed a priori [Finlay & 
Workman, 2013]. 

Primate body growth and life history

While brain/body allometry has often been used as a proxy to describe evolutionary changes in 
brain size, changes to body size also play a central role [Smaers et al., 2012] and are particular-
ly important  for understanding fetal growth patterns. For example, the mammalian variation in 
rates of body growth during prenatal development is much higher that of brain growth [Sacher 
& Staffeldt, 1974] and most authors agree that larger brains – or brains with disproportionately 
large isocortices – are grown over longer durations, rather than by accelerating the rate of brain 
growth [Passingham, 1985; Deacon, 1990].  
 There are a number of reasons to suspect that as an Order, primate body size has been re-
duced. First, primates exhibit slow life histories relative to other mammals, exhibiting slow post-
natal body growth [Leigh, 2001; Vinicius, 2005], juvenile and adolescent phases of development, 
and delayed sexual maturity [Charnov & Berrigan, 1993]. Sacher & Staffeldt’s [1974] analysis 
of neonatal brain and body size vs. gestation length also indicates that primates exhibit abnor-
mally slow body growth rates, while primate brain growth rates fall within the range of eutherian 
variation. Primate prenatal encephalization may reflect an Order-shared reduction in body size to 
accommodate challenges association with the occupation of an arboreal niche, such as locomotion 
or the need to carry young [Deacon, 1997].
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Prenatal growth and birth timing

While the primary focus of this research is to characterize the origin of primate prenatal en-
cephalization, its concern with prenatal growth rates allows us to test several theories that sug-
gest faster fetal brain growth rates according to physiological and life history variables. These 
include relative basal metabolic rate [Martin, 1981; 1996], placental morphology [Elliot & 
Crespi, 2008], and altriciality/precociality [Barton & Capellini, 2011], and are described in more 
detail throughout the text. Chapter 2 examines these hypotheses according to allometric growth; 
Chapter 3 examines them according to species differences in rates of brain growth acceleration 
over time.
 Large neonatal datasets on brain size, body size, and gestation length [Sacher & Staffeldt, 
1974; Harvey & Clutton-Brock, 1985] have informed theories of altriciality/precociality, brain 
and body growth rates, and metabolic constraints on prenatal growth. This dissertation work 
provides interspecies characterization of birth timing relative to ontogenetic brain/body allome-
tric trajectories (Chapter 2) and growth velocity curves (Chapter 3). These comparisons help to 
contextualize previous authors’ observations about neonatal trends – analyses which have used 
diverse methods and statistical techniques – by showing how systematic differences exist in birth 
timing according to variables such as litter size.   

Embryonic allometry

Comparative embryology has played a central and complicated role in the history of evolutionary 
theory [Gould, 1977; Richards, 1997], from Haeckel’s “biogenetic law” to modern evolutionary 
developmental (“evo-devo”) biology. Throughout this period, embryological research has been 
primarily qualitative, describing the emergence of species-unique characters during embryon-
ic development and differences in the timing of developmental events (e.g. Butler & Juurlink, 
1987). One of the most valuable resources emerging from this tradition has been the develop-
ment of embryonic staging techniques (e.g. Carnegie Staging [cf. O’Rahilly & Müller, 2006]). 
Staging aligns embryos at similar developmental stages rather than according to age post con-
ception, which is highly variable between and within species, and is often unknown in embryos 
available for study. 
 However, stages are generally applied to the whole embryo and are defined by develop-
mental markers in different tissues over embryogenesis (e.g. neurulation during Carnegie Stages 
8-9, pharyngeal arch formation during CS 10-12, upper limb digit formation in later stages). This 
limits their utility in characterizing species’ differences in the timing of tissue growth and de-
velopment (i.e. heterochrony [Gould, 1977]) which generate adult phenotypes later in ontogeny. 
Recent efforts to model neurodevelopmental events in different mammalian species [Workman 
et al., 2013] are a promising direction for comparative ontogeny, and similar efforts to describe 
schedules of tissue development elsewhere in the developing embryo might provide the basis for 
understanding how exactly evolution alters embryonic development to generate new forms. 
 Relatively little quantitative data (e.g. relative volumetric growth of organs and tissues) 
has been available to measure the emergence of species-unique phenotypes during embryonic 
development [but see e.g. Goedbloed, 1976; Striedter & Charvet, 2008]. In an effort to expand 
these efforts, my dissertation research has included the generation of a dataset of over 150 whole 
mammalian embryos digitized by microscopic photography and analyzed according to principles 
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of volumetric reconstruction (presented in Chapter 4). The current project utilizes this dataset to 
study the embryonic emergence of primate encephalization from brain and body growth patterns; 
however, this database should provide a resource for the further quantification of tissue and organ 
growth over embryonic development, and can be applied to many questions of relative growth in 
the future.

Dissertation structure

The research into primate encephalization is presented here as three complementary chapters. In 
Chapter 2, a comprehensive review of ontogenetic brain/body allometry is presented in a large 
sample of diverse mammalian species. This chapter aims to characterize the phylogenetic dis-
tribution and characteristics of primate prenatal brain/body proportions first described by Count 
[1947] and reexamined using a much larger dataset here. Chapter 3 examines fetal brain, body, 
and visceral organ growth acceleration in a smaller sample of species for which data of known 
post-conception age are available in the literature. Chapter 4 presents allometric data on brain 
and body growth over embryonic development collected and analyzed over the course of my dis-
sertation research. Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the findings of this study in relation to primate 
evolution and patterns of encephalization. 
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CHAPTER 2.  Prenatal brain/body allometry in mammals

Abstract
 

Variation in relative brain size among adult mammals is produced by different pat-
terns of brain and body growth across ontogeny. Fetal development plays a cen-
tral role in generating this diversity, and aspects of prenatal physiology such as 
maternal relative metabolic rate, altriciality, and placental morphology have been 
proposed to explain allometric differences in neonates and adults. Primates are also 
uniquely encephalized across fetal development, but it remains unclear when this 
pattern emerges during development and whether it is common to all primate ra-
diations. To reexamine these questions across a wider range of mammalian radia-
tions, data on the primarily fetal rapid growth phase (RGP) of ontogenetic brain/
body allometry was compiled for diverse primate (np=12) and non-primate (nnp=16) 
mammalian species, and was complemented by later ontogenetic data in sixteen 
additional species (np=9; nnp=7) as well as neonatal proportions in a much larger 
sample (np=38; nnp=83). Relative BMR, litter size, altriciality, and placental mor-
phology fail to predict RGP slopes as would be expected if physiological and life 
history variables constrained fetal brain growth, but are associated with differences 
in birth timing along allometric trajectories. Prenatal encephalization is shared by 
all primate radiations, is unique to the primate Order, and is characterized by (1) a 
robust change in early embryonic brain/body proportions, and (2) higher average 
RGP allometric slopes due slower fetal body growth. While high slopes are ob-
served in several non-primate species, primates alone exhibit an intercept shift at 
1g body size. This suggests that primate prenatal encephalization is a consequence 
of early changes to embryonic neural and somatic tissue growth in primates that 
remain poorly understood. 

Introduction

Theories of brain evolution have long aimed to link behavioral and cognitive complexity in 
animals to relative brain size and its allometrically corrected residual, the encephalization quo-
tient (EQ)[Jerison, 1973]. However, the role of encephalization in predicting species’ “intel-
ligence” remains a matter of debate, and different aspects of brain variation and morphology, 
such as gross size [MacLean et al., 2014], isocortical proportions [Stephan & Andy, 1970], and 
neuron number [Herculano-Houzel et al., 2007] have been proposed as alternatives. Neverthe-
less, encephalization remains a central theoretical tool in evolutionary neuroscience – not least 
of all because it marks our own species, and several species we consider highly intelligent (e.g. 
non-human primates, odontocete cetaceans), as exceptional. Less is known about how brain and 
body growth during prenatal ontogeny contribute to patterns of encephalization later in life.
 Primates are encephalized relative to other mammalian clades, exhibiting approximately 
twice the expected brain size on average [van Dongen, 1998]. However, unlike other highly en-
cephalized species, primates exhibit exceptionally high relative brain size across every observed 
stage of prenatal development [Count, 1947; Holt et al., 1975; Sacher, 1982; Martin, 1983; 
Deacon, 1990]. This unique allometric growth pattern is robust, giving primates fetal brain/body 
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ratios approximately twice those of non-primates, and is conserved across species despite differ-
ences in encephalization between primate radiations (e.g. strepsirrhines vs. haplorhines)[Sacher, 
1982]. Unfortunately, most aspects of this major shift in fetal brain/body proportions – e.g. when 
it emerges during ontogeny, and what causes it – remain poorly understood, despite the fact that 
increased relative brain size is one of the defining characteristics of the primate Order.
 Comparing brain/body growth patterns across ontogeny can also help to answer a related 
question: why are some species more encephalized at birth than others? Higher neonatal brain/
body proportions are often interpreted as consequences of faster brain growth in utero, and have 
been linked to a range of physiological and life history variables (see below). However, species 
become more or less encephalized by evolutionary changes to both brain and body size [Smaers 
et al., 2012] and fetal body growth rates are more variable across species than brain growth rates 
are [Sacher & Staffeldt, 1974]. Birth timing may also be variable along allometric growth trajec-
tories, just as it is variable relative to whole brain growth [Dobbing & Sands, 1979] and neuro-
development event sequences [Workman et al., 2013]. Comparing species’ brain/body growth 
during fetal development can help to shed light on the variation observed in neonatal mammals, 
and allow us to test theories that predict faster fetal brain growth in certain species. 

Sources of primate prenatal encephalization. Three phases of logarithmic brain/body growth can 
be distinguished across ontogeny in any given species (fig. 2.1A). First, a period of rapid brain 
and body growth with a high allometric slope is observed which originates early in embryon-
ic development; second, data enter a deceleration phase as slope decreases; and third, a slow 
growth phase exhibits a shallow slope and ends in adult proportions. The timing of birth during 
this trajectory is variable across species, and may occur during either of the first two phases (fig. 
2.1A). For this reason we here adopt Renfree et al.’s [1982] term “rapid growth phase” (RGP) 
instead of “fetal” or “prenatal” phase for the initial period of high allometric slope.

Figure 2.1. Basic models of ontogenetic allometry. Allometric brain/body growth across ontogeny exhibits a characteristic 
shape across all species available to study, described here in terms of three phases. (A) First, a largely prenatal rapid growth 
phase (RGP) exhibits a high allometric slope as both brain and body grow exponentially. Second, a deceleration phase reflects the 
slowing of brain growth relative to body growth. Third, a slow growth phase characterized by minimal brain growth ends in adult 
brain/body proportions. (B) Martin’s [1996] maternal energy hypothesis predicts that smaller species with a relatively higher 
maternal basal metabolic rate (BMR) exhibit faster prenatal brain growth; this should increase RGP slope in smaller species, pro-
ducing higher relative brain sizes in adults. (C) Elliott & Crespi [2008] suggest that more invasive forms of placenta are respon-
sible for faster prenatal brain growth; this should increase RGP slope in species with more invasive forms of placenta, producing 
higher neonatal and adult allometric slopes in those species.
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 Most authors agree that primates exhibit a shared increase in relative brain size across 
fetal development when compared with other mammals [Count, 1947; Holt et al., 1975, 1981; 
Gould, 1977; Sacher, 1982; Martin, 1983; Deacon, 1990, 1997; but see Vinicius, 2005] – an 
increase observable at birth [Sacher, 1982; Martin, 1983] – but the evolutionary and develop-
mental origins of this allometric effect remain obscure. Two features of the primate RGP have 
been highlighted in earlier studies, and have generated different theories to explain them. I will 
here introduce these features as provisional hypotheses based on previous studies, and will revisit 
them below in light of the larger sample of species analyzed here.
 First, primates appear to exhibit an intercept shift in RGP regression models. The inter-
cept of log-log RGP regression models has a precise interpretation: predicted brain size at 1g 
body size. Despite differences in the length of the embryonic period [Butler & Juurlink, 1987], 
most species transition from embryonic to fetal development (marked by the onset of marrow 
formation in the humerus [Streeter, 1949]) between 0.3g and 3g body size [unpublished observa-
tions], or approximately -0.5 and 0.5 in log-log plots. This makes the RGP intercept an approxi-
mate measure of relative brain size at the end of embryonic and beginning of fetal development. 
Sacher [1982] proposed that embryonic somatic tissue was reduced by half in the last common 
ancestor to primates in order to lower maternal investment, allow longer gestation, and produce 
more precocial young. This was based on Leuteneggar’s [1973, 1979] observation that hap-
lorhines have litter weights that are approximately double those of strepsirrhines, while small 
non-primate mammals (analyzed under the earlier taxon “insectivores”) are intermediate. 
 Second, primates appear to have relatively high RGP slopes (approximately isometric) 
compared to negative allometric slopes common in other mammals. Slope changes can be intro-
duced by changes to the fetal growth rates of either brain or body [Striedter, 2005]. Most evi-
dence suggests that high primate RGP slopes are a consequence of slow fetal body growth [Holt 
et al., 1981; Martin, 1983] as shown in studies of comparative growth modeling [e.g. Payne & 
Wheeler, 1968; Sacher & Staffeldt, 1974; see below]. Primates also have slow postnatal rates of 
somatic growth [Charnov & Berrigan, 1993; Leigh, 2001; Vinicius, 2005] as part of their slow 
life histories, and have recently been shown to exhibit half the expected total energy expenditure 
(TEE) for mammals of their size [Pontzer et al., 2014]. Holt et al. [1981] proposed that slower 
fetal somatic growth in primates (producing higher RGP slopes) is a strategy to funnel limited 
fetal resources to brain growth.

Theories of accelerated fetal brain growth. Do species differ in rates of fetal brain growth ac-
cording to physiological or life history variables? This is a difficult question to answer, as whole 
brain growth follows a sigmoid curve over ontogeny [Laird, 1967], species are born along differ-
ent portions of this curve [Dobbing & Sands, 1979], and growth “rate” (i.e. velocity in grams per 
day) changes as brains increase in size. Most evidence for differential rates of fetal brain growth 
has come from studies examining large datasets of neonatal brain size, body size, and gestation 
length [e.g. Sacher & Staffeldt, 1974; Harvey & Clutton-Brock, 1985], but methods differ con-
siderably across studies and often integrate different combinations of variables into multiple 
regression models. This study will focus on several theories that implicate faster prenatal brain 
growth as the proximate cause of later mammalian variation in neonatal or adult brain/body pro-
portions, as these theories make testable predictions about the slope of RGP data over prenatal 
ontogeny.
 First, the maternal energy hypothesis [Martin, 1996] argues that maternal basal metabolic 
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rate (BMR), relative to body size, constrains the rate of fetal brain growth. Accordingly, small-
er species with relatively higher BMR (i.e. Kleiber’s law)[Kleiber, 1961] have relatively larger 
brains because of faster brain growth in utero (Fig. 2.1B). Support for this argument comes from 
a shared 0.75 exponent in (a) adult mammalian brain/body allometry, and (b) maternal BMR 
(∝ mass3/4) vs. neonatal brain size, correcting for altriciality [Martin, 1981]. Second, Elliot & 
Crespi [2008] proposed that more invasive placental morphologies increase the efficiency of 
fatty acid transfer, promoting faster rates of fetal brain growth. Allometric evidence comes from 
higher neonatal and adult brain/body slopes in species with more invasive placenta (adult slopes 
diagrammed in fig. 2.1C). Finally, several life history studies have suggested faster fetal brain 
growth in precocial species relative to altricial species following correction for different allo-
metric and life history variables, such as adult and neonatal body size, litter size, and gestation 
duration [cf. Pagel & Harvey, 1988; Barton & Capellini, 2011]. 
 This paper reexamines ontogenetic brain/body allometry in a larger sample of primate 
and non-primate mammalian species than has previously been assembled from the literature (to 
my knowledge, Martin’s [1983] examination of 6 primate and 10 non-primate species was the 
largest; this study collects fetal data in 12 primates and 16 non-primate mammals, and incor-
porates later postnatal data in an additional 9 and 7 species, respectively). Allometric growth 
data is an important complement to studies of brain and body size vs. post-conception age [e.g. 
Cheek, 1975; Widdowson, 1981] because it is more widely available in a larger number of spe-
cies. In addition, the theories of fetal brain growth discussed above are based on differences in 
neonatal brain/body allometry (not fetal brain growth directly), and so their predictions can be 
tested against fetal allometric data. This comparative dataset is used here to revisit two central 
questions in the evolution of relative brain size. (1) When do primates become more encephal-
ized during prenatal development, what causes this change in allometric growth, and is it shared 
across the primate Order? (2) Do prenatal allometric growth patterns support theories describing 
faster fetal brain growth according to physiological or life history variables? RGP regression 
slopes are used to test whether relative BMR, placental invasiveness, developmental state at birth 
(i.e. altriciality) or litter size preferentially affect fetal brain growth rates. 

Materials & Methods

Data on ontogenetic brain/body size across a range of primate and non-primate mammalian spe-
cies was collected from literature sources. Both individual and averaged data is included. When 
only figures were available for species data unavailable elsewhere, data points were reconstruct-
ed digitally from figures using image analysis software (Photoshop CC) by measuring x- and 
y-axis distances of individual data points. When available, original regression model parameters 
were used in statistical tests; models of reconstructed data were used to plot data.
 RGP data was assembled in 28 mammalian species (n=1091) for which it was unambig-
uously available; this data was utilized to produce RGP regression models of both individual 
primate and non-primate species, as well as average models for both groups. Cutoffs for RGP 
dataset inclusion near the deceleration phase were determined by visual inspection of entire onto-
genetic plots. Twelve primate species are represented (n=285), including five new world mon-
keys (Callithrix jacchus, Sapajus apella, Aotus azarae, Saimiri boliviensis, Saimiri sciureus), 
six old world monkeys (Trachypithecus cristatus, Macaca mulatta, Macaca nemestrina, Macaca 
radiata, Macaca fascicularis, Papio ssp.), and one hominoid (Homo sapiens). Papio species 
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are combined, as RGP data overlap. Sixteen non-primate mammalian species are represent-
ed (n=627), including three rodents (Mus musculus, Rattus rattus, Mesocricetus auratus), one 
lagomorph (Oryctolagus cuniculus), one bat (Artibeus jamaicensis), two carnivores (Felis catus, 
Canis familiaris), five ungulates (Sus scrofa, Ovis aries, Bos taurus, Camelus dromedarius, Bub-
alus bubalis), one odontocete cetacean (Stenella coeruleoalba), and three marsupials (Macropus 
giganteus, Macropus eugenii, Monodelphis domestica). Data for miniature and domestic pig are 
combined, as RGP data in both breeds overlap. 
 The RGP dataset was then supplemented with loess models (span=1.2) of both deceler-
ation and slow growth phase data in (a) 22/28 species listed above for which data was available 
from later phases, and (b) an additional 16 species for which unambiguous RGP data was un-
available, but later data exists (fig. 2.2). In the former case, the largest data point in RGP data 
was duplicated as the first data point in the later loess series to provide visual continuity between 
the models. Primate species added (n=9) include the new world monkey Ateles geoffroyi, old 
world monkeys Trachypithecus obscurus, Papio hamadryas, Papio anubis, and Papio papio, and 
hominoids Gorilla gorilla, Hylobates lar, Pan troglodytes, and Pongo ssp. As above, Papio data 
are combined. Non-primate mammals added (n=7) include the rodent Cavia porcellus, xenar-
thrans Dasypus novemcinctus and Bradypus sp., the ungulate Equus ferus caballus, odontocete 
cetaceans Phocoena phocoena and Tursiops truncatus, and the proboscid Loxodonta africanus. 
Data for chicken (Gallus gallus domesticus) are also included for comparison. The total sample 
here includes 21 primate (n=1005) and 23 non-primate (n=1637) species. 
 Data on neonatal and adult brain/body proportions [Sacher & Staffeldt, 1974; Harvey & 
Clutton-Brock, 1985] were superimposed on regression models from the RGP (fig. 2.3). This 
dataset includes 38 primate species (5 apes, 12 new world monkeys, 11 old world monkeys, and 
10 prosimians; n=76) and 82 non-primate (n=164) mammals. For each species, a single line con-
nects neonatal and adult data points; the slopes of these lines are used as proxies for the relative 
position of birth along ontogenetic trajectories, with steeper slopes representing earlier parturi-
tion on average.
 Finally, in primate (n=34) and non-primate species (n=77) for which gestation length is 
available, cube root transformed neonatal data are used as proxies of fetal growth rates [cf. Sa-
cher & Staffeldt, 1974] to examine how brain and body rates differ in primates and non-primate 
mammals (fig. 2.4). 

Statistical Models & Tests. Regression analysis of the RGP poses a number of unique statistical 
problems. RGP data are of limited availability in many species, and are often unevenly distrib-
uted – late fetal data predominates, while embryonic data is rare. These extremes are also most 
likely to exhibit nonlinear properties, as embryonic relative brain size deviates from linearity 
considerably [c.f. Wingert, 1969; Goedbloed, 1976; personal observations], and the onset of 
deceleration is often difficult to determine without earlier data for comparison. This is espe-
cially important because allometric analyses are sensitive to high and low values [Gould, 1975; 
Deacon, 1990; Striedter, 2005]. Finally, literature data are regularly reported as averages (rather 
than individual data points); this collapses natural variation, making it difficult to compare linear 
models even when data is readily available across a wide range of body sizes. 
 Ordinary least squares (OLS) regression models of log-transformed RGP brain and body 
size (g) were fit to 28 species (Table 1), as well as to the aggregate datasets for primates and 
non-primates (dotted lines in figs. 2.2, 2.3). OLS regression is used here to allow comparison 
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with previous research; reduced major axis regression models are included in Supplementa-
ry Information. Two primate species (Macaca radiata and Saimiri sciureus) were excluded in 
statistical tests, as RGP data in these species is clustered and produces biologically unlikely 
estimates (e.g. 0.7% and 52% brain/body ratios at the intercept, respectively); they are retained 
in Fig. 2.2A to demonstrate their alignment with other primate RGP trajectories. In order to test 
whether primate RGP models differ from those of non-primate species in the remaining sample 
of 10 primate and 16 non-primate species, an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was performed 
predicting brain size from body size, including dummy-coded primate/non-primate and species 
as covariates. However, because RGP models include averaged data (i.e. violate the homosce-
dasticity assumption of ANCOVA) and sample sizes differ across species, more conservative 
independent-samples t-tests were performed comparing slope and intercept between primate and 
non-primate regression models.
 A simple sorting test was used to determine how well RGP models for primate and 
non-primate species fit to neonatal proportions. As neonatal values are prevalent during the 
deceleration phase (i.e. when trajectories curve to the right), horizontal displacement (rather than 
vertical or perpendicular distance) of neonatal values from the primate and non-primate models 
was calculated by measuring the distance between observed and predicted body size at given 
brain sizes. Absolute values of horizontal distance produced by each model were used to sort 
species according to their most proximate model (i.e. primate vs. non-primate).
 Relative BMR (cal/kg/day) was estimated from a form of Kleiber’s [1947] equation: cal/
day = 70*mass0.75. Litter size averages, developmental state at birth (eyes open = precocial; eyes 
closed = altricial), placental morphology (epitheliochorial, endotheliochorial, hemochorial), and 
gestation length were drawn from previous studies [Sacher & Staffeldt, 1974; Harvey & Clut-
ton-Brock, 1985]. Degree of placental invasiveness and developmental state were dummy coded 
for inclusion in regression models. 
 Linear regression models were performed predicting RGP slope from relative BMR, 
developmental state at birth, litter size, and placental morphology. Relative BMR and litter size 
tests were performed within primates, within non-primate mammals, and in the combined sam-
ples. Placental type and developmental state tests were performed in non-primate mammals and 
the combined sample; differences within primates cannot be tested without RGP data for epi-
theliochorial strepsirrhines, which is unavailable, and all sample primates are precocial at birth. 
Phylogenetic generalized least squares (PGLS) models of these tests were also performed and are 
included in Supplementary Information; the results of this study are unchanged by phylogenetic 
correction.
 Slope between neonatal and adult brain/body values were calculated in log-log coordi-
nates to obtain a relative measure of parturition along the entire trajectory. OLS linear regression 
models were performed to determine whether relative BMR, developmental state at birth, litter 
size, or placental invasiveness predict neonatal-adult slope. Marsupials were omitted from all 
neonatal-adult slope analyses. Finally, a multiple regression model incorporated litter size, BMR, 
and placental invasiveness to predict neonatal-adult slope. Each test was performed on the total 
sample, as well as the primate and non-primate subsamples.

Results

RGP Analysis. OLS regression models of RGP data in all species are presented in Table 2.1 
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vs. -1.15) than non-primates, indicating early alterations to relative brain size during embryogenesis.
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Figure 2.3. Neonatal-adult slopes compared with RGP average regression models. Neonatal and adult brain/body proportions 
relative to rapid growth phase (RGP) average regression models in (A) 38 primate and (B) 82 non-primate mammalian species. A 
single line connects neonatal and adult values for each species; higher slopes indicate species born earlier along ontogenetic tra-
jectories (e.g. rodents and marsupials). Primate neonatal values for this expanded dataset, including those of prosimians, conform 
well to the primate average RGP slope produced from twelve species (see Methods), while the only species of tree shrew - Tupaia 
glis - conforms to the non-primate trend.
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(RMA model results are presented in Supplementary Information). Two average models for 
primate and non-primate subsamples describe (1) OLS regression models fit through all of each 
subsample data points (“Totalindiv”), and (2) average slope and intercept values from each species’ 
individual model (“Totalspecies”). 
 An ANCOVA (between-model factors: dummy-coded primate/non-primate [pnp] and 
species; covariate: logbody) found main effects of pnp (F[1, 884]=46,887.0, p<0.001) and the 
interaction term pnp*logbody (F[1, 884]=191.2, p<0.001). Independent samples t-tests compar-
ing species-level regression model coefficients found that differences in RGP slopes between 
primate (0.976; n=10) and non-primate (0.874; n=16) subsamples are not significant (t=-1.83; 
p=0.080); the difference in average RGP intercept between primate (-0.825; n=10) and non-pri-
mate (-1.147; n=16) subsamples was significant (t=-2.59; p=0.016), indicating a predicted brain/
body ratio of 14.9% and 7.1% at 1g body size in primates and non-primates, respectively.
 Sorting neonatal values for the larger dataset (fig. 2.3) according to the most proximate 
model correctly categorized 119 mammalian species as primates or non-primates; one odontocete 
cetacean (Stenella attenuata graffmani) was closer to the primate model. 
 Relative BMR (cal/kg/day) failed to predict RGP slope in the total sample (t=0.356, 
p=0.725; n=26), the non-primate subsample (t=0.520, p=0.611; n=16), and the primate sub-
sample (t=-0.105, p=0.919; n=10). Litter size failed to predict RGP slope in the total sample 
(t=-0.262, p=0.795; n=26), the non-primate subsample (t=1.132, p=0.277; n=16), and the pri-
mate subsample (t=0.099, p=0.924; n=10). Developmental state at birth failed to predict RGP 
slope in the total sample (t=-0.067; p= 0.947; n=26) or the non-primate subsample (t=-1.09; 
p=0.294; n=10). No predictor was significant when marsupials were excluded. Finally, placental 
type failed to predict RGP slope in the total eutherian sample (t=1.994, p=0.059; n=23) and the 
non-primate subsample (t=0.792, p=0.445; n=13). No test was significant when phylogenetic 
generalized least squares (PGLS) models were incorporated to test for the effects of phylogeny 
(see Supplementary Information).

Neonatal-Adult Analysis. Relative BMR positively predicted neonatal-adult slope in the total 
eutherian sample (t=5.724, p<0.001; n=118) and non-primate subsample (t=5.611, p<0.001; 
n=80). Litter size positively predicted neonatal-adult slope in the total eutherian sample (t=7.149, 
p<0.001; n=118) and the non-primate subsample (t=4.832, p<0.001; n=80); both relationships 
remained significant when strictly uniparous species were excluded. Uniparous mammals alone 
exhibited lower slope variance (0.011; n=55) than did the entire sample (0.028; n=117). Precoci-
ality negatively predicted neonatal-adult slope in the total eutherian sample (t=-11.33; p<0.001; 
n=103) and the non-primate subsample (t=-9.126; p<0.001; n=83). Placental invasiveness pos-
itively predicted neonatal-adult slope in the non-primate subsample alone (t=3.618; p=0.001; 
n=80). A multiple regression model using litter size, BMR, and placental invasiveness to predict 
neonatal-adult slope showed positive significant results for litter size and relative BMR in the 
total sample (BMR: t=5.416, p<0.001; litter: t=3.771, p<0.001; n=118) and the non-primate sub-
sample (BMR: t=3.442, p=0.001; litter: t=2.713, p=0.008; n=80). No variable predicted neona-
tal-adult slope in the primate subsample in any test.

Discussion

RGP Allometry in Primates and Other Mammals. Fetal data in twelve primate and sixteen 
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non-primate mammals indicates that by the end of embryonic development (i.e. at the inter-
cept of ~1g body size), primates already exhibit ~2x the brain/body proportions of non-primate 
mammals (fig. 2.2; table 2.1)[Sacher, 1982; Deacon, 1990; Striedter, 2005]. Neonatal data rep-
resenting a much broader sample of primate species (Fig. 2.3) suggest that this feature is also 
observed in strepsirrhine species for which RGP data is unavailable. Despite the fact that tree 
shrews exhibit adult relative brain sizes comparable to strepsirrhines [Striedter, 2005], the one 
species included here – Tupaia glis – exhibits neonatal values close to the non-primate mam-
malian average, suggesting the shift is not observed in the closest available out-group [Sacher 
& Staffeldt, 1974; Sacher, 1982; Martin, 1983]. Neonatal values had previously suggested that 
odontocete cetaceans shared the primate embryonic shift [Sacher, 1982; Martin, 1983; Deacon, 
1990]; however, fetal data from Stenella coeruleoalba suggests that the relatively high neonatal 
brain/body ratios of odontocetes are a consequence of high slopes, rather than differential em-
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Figure 2.4. Estimated brain and body growth rates from neonatal values.  Neonatal brain size, body size, and gestation 
length can be used as proxies for exponential growth during fetal development. Following Sacher & Staffeldt [1974], cube root 
transformed values for (A) body size and (B) brain size are plotted against average length of gestation in 34 primate and 77 
non-primate mammalian species. Polygons are fit to primate subsamples. (A) Primate fetal body growth rates fall below the range 
of non-primate mammals, while (B) primate fetal brain growth rates are within the range of mammalian values. This suggests that 
high RGP allometric slopes in primates are likely due to slower fetal body growth rather than faster fetal brain growth.
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Table 2.1. RGP Regression Models. Results of ordinary least squares (OLS) regression models of rapid growth 
phase (RGP) data in 12 primates, 16 non-primate mammals, and one bird. Reduced major axis results are presented 
in Supplementary Information. Caution should be exercised in interpreting slope and intercept values for individual 
species, as data availability significantly affects regression model fits. Totalindiv indicates regression models of entire 
primate and non-primate samples; Totalspecies indicates average intercept and slope values of species models.

    Intercept b  r2  p-value  n 

Callithrix jacchus  -0.841  0.987  0.987  0.000  9
Sapajus apella   -0.664  0.928  0.994  0.000  11 
Aotus arizae   -0.722  0.908  0.995  0.000  9 
Saimiri boliviensis  -0.712  0.927  0.994  0.003  4 
Saimiri sciureus*  -2.111  1.778  0.839  0.001  8 
Trachypithecus cristatus  -0.904  0.993  0.985  0.000  8 
Macaca mulatta   -0.920  1.026  0.997  0.000  19 
Macaca nemestrina  -1.432  1.230  0.803  0.006  7 
Macaca radiata*  -0.277  0.812  0.978  0.001  5 
Macaca fascicularis  -0.912  1.007  0.999  0.016  3 
Papio ssp.   -0.474  0.817  0.924  0.001  7 
Homo sapiens   -0.673  0.940  0.996  0.000  195
 
Totalindiv    -0.744  0.962  0.994  0.000  285 
Totalspecies   -0.825  0.976  NA  NA  (12)  
 
        
Artibeus jamaicensis  -0.895  0.624  0.918  0.000  17 
Bos taurus   -0.769  0.707  0.992  0.000  17 
Bubalus bubalis1  -0.617  0.704  NA  NA  100 
Camelus dromedarius1  -0.487  0.640  NA  NA  100 
Canis familiaris2   -1.214  0.882  0.677  0.000  30 
Felis catus2   -1.663  1.079  0.869  0.000  119 
Gallus gallus*   -1.210  0.830  0.962  0.000  35 
Macropus eugenii1  -1.352  1.098  0.997  NA  93 
Macropus giganteus1 **  -1.140  0.866  NA  NA  43 
Mesocricetus auratus  -1.465  1.128  0.976  0.000  18 
Mus musculus2   -1.203  0.937  0.938  0.000  103 
Monodelphis domestica  -1.270  0.966  1.000  NA  2 
Oryctolagus cuniculus  -1.067  0.715  0.976  0.000  8 
Ovis aries   -0.864  0.758  0.969  0.000  24 
Rattus rattus3   -1.195  0.835  0.941  0.000  50 
Stenella coeruleoalba  -1.974  1.164  0.987  0.000  15 
Sus scrofa3   -1.183  0.885  0.983  0.000  67
 
Totalindiv    -1.201  0.882  0.982  0.000  806 
Totalspecies   -1.147  0.874  NA  NA  (16)  
 
1. OLS regression parameters given in original papers, rather than reconstructed data models. 

2. OLS models are from entirely from reconstructed data, as original analyses were unavailable from source literature.

3. Data was reconstructed for some sources, but not in others.  

* Slope and intercept values for these species are excluded from Totalspecies averages; see Methods.

** Slope and intercept are averages of male and female model parameters in original paper.
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bryonic proportions. The shared intercept shift does not mean that the RGP in primate species 
is perfectly uniform [e.g. Vinicius, 2005]; however, these differences are minimal relative to the 
shared primate increase when compared to other mammalian lineages. 
 Primates also exhibit relatively higher slopes (approximately isometric) during the fetal 
period of brain/body growth. However, this effect is less pronounced than the intercept shift (as 
reflected in conflicting ANCOVA and t-test results), as diverse eutherians (e.g. golden hamster 
[Mesocricetus auratus], striped dolphin [Stenella coeruleoalba], and cat [Felis catus]) also ex-
hibit RGP slopes at or above isometry. Interestingly, several marsupial species which exhibit ex-
ceptionally slow brain and body growth during pouch life [e.g. Renfree et al., 1982] also exhibit 
high allometric slopes during this period (e.g. Tammar wallaby [Macropus eugenii] and short-
tailed opossum [Monodelphis domestica]). This emphasizes how allometric data, which contain 
no direct information about growth over time, can obscure important underlying differences in 
brain and body growth rates. Finally, exceptionally low allometric slopes (near or below 0.7) are 
observed in large ungulates during later stages of fetal development (e.g. ox [Bos taurus], camel 
[Camelus dromedarius], and water buffalo [Bubalus bubalis]). 
 The higher RGP slopes observed in primates are mostly likely the product of slower so-
matic fetal growth [Payne & Wheeler, 1968; Holt et al., 1981; Martin, 1983], as cube-root mod-
els of neonatal body size are lower than expected for given gestation lengths (fig. 2.4A) while 
brain size is within the range of non-primate species (fig. 2.4B). Alterations to primate embryon-
ic development (i.e. the intercept shift) cannot be fully characterized without comparative data 
across this period, as available datasets suggest that brain/body proportions shift rapidly during 
embryonic stages of development [c.f. Wingert, 1969; Goedbloed, 1976]. It is also worth noting 
that the primate prenatal trend – shared across diverse radiations – is unrelated to differences in 
adult brain size or isocortical proportions (e.g. between strepsirrhines and haplorhines; [Barton 
& Harvey, 2000], Fig. 2.3A), and may instead reflect changes to embryonic somatic development 
[Sacher, 1982].

Physiological Theories of Fetal Growth. The present analysis failed to find support for theo-
ries implicating relative BMR [Martin, 1983], placental invasiveness [Elliot & Crespi, 2008], 
or altriciality [Pagel & Harvey, 1988; Barton & Capellini, 2011] in rates of fetal brain growth, 
as measured by RGP slope. It remains possible that the sample size in this study is too small to 
measure these effects, that incorporation of gestational metabolic rate rather than BMR might 
yield different results, or that the present focus on individual ontogenetic trajectories (rather than 
total litter brain or body weights) may account for these conflicting results. However, differences 
in birth timing along ontogenetic trajectories (see below) suggest an alternative explanation for 
variation in neonatal brain and body size, variables central to theories that species differ in fetal 
brain growth rates.
 Using the slope between neonatal and adult values (fig. 2.3) as a proxy for the timing of 
birth along ontogenetic trajectories, we found evidence that high relative BMR (i.e. small body 
size), large litter size, altriciality, and more invasive placenta are associated with earlier birth. 
Because relative brain size decreases over ontogeny in most species, small mammals with large 
litters and altricial young (e.g. hemochorial rodents) will always exhibit higher neonatal relative 
brain size – not necessarily because fetal brain growth rates are different, but because birth oc-
curs earlier along allometric trajectories (see also Clauss et al. [2014]). This interpretation agrees 
with the well-documented variability of parturition relative to sigmoid brain growth and velocity 
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curves [Dobbing & Sands, 1979] and neurodevelopmental stages [Workman et al., 2013]. Fi-
nally, primates exhibit higher relative brain size at birth [Sacher, 1982; Martin, 1983], a direct 
consequence of their novel prenatal allometric growth trajectory; as such, they should not be 
combined with non-primate species in studies of neonatal allometry.
 If previously proposed physiological factors do not selectively increase rates of prenatal 
brain growth, what accounts for the observed variation in RGP slope within our sample? Pre-
liminary analysis on a smaller number of species for which aged brain and body measurements 
are available (Chapter 3) indicates that RGP slope variation is driven almost entirely by rates of 
fetal body growth, with faster-growing species (e.g. rabbit) exhibiting lower RGP slopes, and 
slower-growing species (e.g. primates) exhibiting higher slopes. Brain growth rates, by contrast, 
exhibit minimal variation and do not positively predict RGP slope [Chapter 3; see also Sacher 
& Staffeldt, 1974; Fig. 2.4]. Primates’ low total energy expenditure (TEE) relative to body size 
may underlie their slow somatic growth rates [Pontzer et al., 2014], producing near-isometric 
RGP slopes across prenatal development. These finding highlights the central role that changes to 
body size play in generating the observed adult variation in relative brain size across mammalian 
lineages [e.g. Smaers et al., 2012].

Limitations. Prenatal allometric data are particularly useful for identifying broad alterations to 
fetal growth patterns, such as the shared primate encephalization trends across fetal development. 
However, several issues limit their interpretation, particularly at lower taxonomic levels. Dif-
ferences in data availability and distribution can produce different RGP model parameters, even 
when comparing different datasets of a single species. While most analyses of the RGP have 
presumed it to be linear, several studies have suggested either multiphasic linear or curvilinear 
relationships in certain species (e.g. cat [Count, 1947]; mouse [Forbes & Lopez, 1989]). This 
is likely the case in several ungulates described here with low slopes and high intercepts (e.g. 
camel, buffalo, ox). This phenomenon remains poorly understood, and likely reflects differential 
timing of peak brain growth velocity [Dobbing & Sands, 1979] relative to body growth, which 
remains exponential across prenatal development. In short, the RGP models described in this 
study – and their application to fetal growth theories – should be interpreted with caution and 
respect to data distribution and sample size.

Conclusions

Count’s [1947] original observation that primates exhibit exceptionally high prenatal brain/
body proportions is supported by a greatly expanded pool of mammalian species; it consists of 
relatively high average RGP slope (shared with several other mammalian species) and an evo-
lutionarily novel intercept shift not observed in any non-primate mammal, including the closest 
out-groups. Its presence at the species-shared size boundary of embryonic and fetal development 
(i.e. the log-log intercept) indicates that alterations to embryonic neural and somatic cell popula-
tions may be responsible for primate encephalization generally. Ontogenetic allometric evidence 
does not support previous findings that relative BMR, placental morphology, or precociality play 
a role in fetal brain growth rates. Similarly, litter size does not affect RGP slopes. Large litter 
size, high relative BMR, altriciality, and invasive placentation are all associated with earlier birth 
along ontogenetic allometric trajectories, but causal interpretations are complicated by the phylo-
genetic overlap of these traits (e.g. in rodents).
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 Whereas relative brain size has traditionally been studied in relation to species differ-
ences in intelligence [e.g. Jerison, 1973], less attention has been paid to its role in establishing 
functional connectivity early in ontogeny [but see Deacon, 1990]. Changes to peripheral systems 
during early neurodevelopment have been shown to induce dramatic changes to cortical organi-
zation and connectivity [e.g. Krubitzer & Dooley, 2013]. Both the degree and early emergence of 
primate prenatal encephalization make it a good candidate for such epigenetic changes, though it 
remains unclear which if any of the differences in primate brain connectivity (e.g. cortical orga-
nization [reviewed in Preuss, 2007]) might correspond to this shared alteration to relative brain 
size across fetal growth.
 Allometric datasets represent an important complement to growth data of known age 
post-conception, which are limited to a few model species. Combining these analyses in the 
future may help to clarify deviations from allometric linearity as well as the underlying source of 
species differences in RGP slope. Further research extending allometric and growth analysis into 
embryonic stages of ontogeny [as in Goedbloed, 1976; Striedter & Charvet, 2008] should help to 
clarify when and how primate prenatal encephalization – the “extraordinary evolutionary event” 
at the origin of the primate order [Sacher, 1982] – emerges during embryonic development.
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Chapter 2: Supplementary information

Table S2.1. Rapid Growth Phase (RGP) Reduced Major Axis (RMA) Regression Models

Results of reduced major axis (RMA) regression models of rapid growth phase (RGP) data in 12 
primate and 16 non-primate mammalian species. The major findings of this paper are unaffected 
by this alternative analysis. 

intercept b r2 p-value
Callithrix jacchus -0.848 0.994 0.987 0.000
Sapajus apella -0.669 0.930 0.994 0.000
Aotus arizae -0.725 0.910 0.995 0.000
Saimiri boliviensis -0.717 0.930 0.994 0.003
Saimiri sciureus -2.589 2.045 0.839 0.001
Trachypithecus cristatus -0.919 1.001 0.985 0.000
Macaca mulatta -0.923 1.028 0.997 0.000
Macaca nemestrina -1.922 1.422 0.803 0.006
Macaca radiata -0.293 0.819 0.978 0.001
Macaca fascicularis -0.913 1.007 0.999 0.016
Papio ssp. -0.543 0.845 0.924 0.001
Homo sapiens -0.678 0.942 0.996 0.000
Total -0.752 0.964 0.994 0.000

Artibeus jamaicensis -0.906 0.640 0.918 0.000
Bos taurus -0.774 0.709 0.992 0.000
Bubalus bubalis -0.724 0.732 0.962 0.000
Camelus dromedarius -0.589 0.665 0.959 0.000
Canis familiaris -1.772 1.088 0.677 0.000
Felis catus -1.831 1.169 0.869 0.000
Macropus eugenii -1.353 1.103 0.993 0.000
Macropus giganteus -1.170 0.875 0.985 0.000
Mesocricetus auratus -1.479 1.143 0.976 0.000
Monodelphis domestica -1.270 0.966 1.000 N/A
Mus musculus -1.216 0.967 0.938 0.000
Oryctolagus cuniculus -1.077 0.721 0.976 0.000
Ovis aries -0.885 0.767 0.969 0.000
Rattus rattus -1.210 0.856 0.941 0.000
Stenella coeruleoalba -2.000 1.172 0.987 0.000
Sus scrofa -1.197 0.892 0.983 0.000
Total -1.214 0.887 0.982 0.000
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Phylogenetic generalized least-squares (PGLS) analysis

Phylogenetic generalized least-squares (PGLS) models were used to determine whether incor-
porating phylogenetic information changes the results of this study. Tree topology and branch 
lengths are taken from Bininda-Emonds et al. [2008]. Analysis is performed using the ape, gei-
ger, and phytools packages for R; PGLS was performed using the pgls tool in the caper package 
with lambda set to maximum likelihood.

PGLS models do not significant predict RGP slope in the entire sample from relative basal meta-
bolic rate (cal/kilogram/day)(t=0.232; p=0.818), dummy-coded placental invasiveness (t=1.995; 
p=0.059), or litter size (t=0.584; p=0.565). 

Analyses within primate and non-primate subsamples used pruned trees reflecting these group-
ings. Within the primate subsample, RGP slope was not predicted by either litter size (t=0.099; 
p=0.924) or relative BMR (t=-0.105; p=0.919). Similarly, within the non-primate subsample, 
neither litter size (t=1.132; p=0.277) nor relative BMR (t=0.520; p=0.611) predicted RGP 
slope. Placental invasiveness did not predict RGP slope in the non-primate subsample (t=0.792; 
p=0.443); placental morphology is hemochorial in the entire primate subsample.
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CHAPTER 3. Minimal variation in eutherian brain growth rates during fetal neurogenesis

Abstract

A central question in the evolution of brain development is whether species dif-
fer in rates of brain growth at similar age and mass during fetal neurogenesis. 
Studies of neonatal data have found allometric evidence for brain growth rate 
differences according to physiological variables such as relative metabolism and 
placental invasiveness, but these findings have not been tested against fetal data 
directly. Here, we examine rates of exponential brain growth in eight eutherian 
mammals, two marsupials, and two birds. Within eutherians, fetal brain growth 
rates exhibit minimal variation relative to body and visceral organ growth, vary 
independently of correlated growth patterns in other organs, and are unrelated to 
proposed physiological constraints such as metabolic rate or placental invasive-
ness. Brain growth rates in two birds overlap with eutherian variation, while mar-
supial brain growth is exceptionally slow. These findings suggest that limited fetal 
resources are preferentially allocated to neurodevelopment in eutherians, minimiz-
ing the variation in brain growth relative to visceral organ and whole body rates.

Introduction

Mammalian brains vary in size by five orders of magnitude, ranging from a fraction of a gram 
in some tree shrews [Naumann, 2015] to nearly 10kg in sperm whales [Kojima, 1951]. How has 
evolution altered neurodevelopment to produce brains of such different size? It is well estab-
lished that larger brains are grown by lengthening the duration of brain development [Sacher & 
Staffeldt, 1974; Passingham, 1985; Pagel & Harvey, 1988], as reflected in extended neurodevel-
opmental schedules [Workman et al., 2013], longer periods of exponential growth [Dobbing & 
Sands, 1979], and later ages at which adult brain size is achieved. Nevertheless, species may also 
differ in rates of brain growth, particularly during fetal neurogenesis. Brain size at birth is not a 
simple function of gestation length [Sacher & Staffeldt, 1974], and differences in neonatal brain 
size have suggested faster brain growth in species with higher relative basal metabolism [Martin, 
1981], more invasive placenta [Elliot & Crespi, 2008], and precociality at birth [Pagel & Harvey, 
1988; Barton & Capellini, 2011]. At present, fetal brain growth data have never been directly 
compared across species to adequately test these hypotheses, or to characterize brain growth 
relative to other organs in the body.
 Direct comparisons of brain growth velocity (i.e. “rate”, mass/time) have been difficult 
because growth is nonlinear, following a sigmoid trajectory composed of an initial exponen-
tial phase, an inflection point, and a subsequent decay curve (Fig 3.1A, B)[Brody, 1945; Laird, 
1967]. Velocity increases over the exponential phase as brains grow larger (Fig. 3.1C, D) until 
maximum velocity is reached. Species differ in the duration of the exponential period, the brain 
size at which peak growth velocity occurs, and the timing of birth relative to this inflection point 
(the “brain growth spurt” [Dobbing & Sands, 1979]). Species also differ in the time from con-
ception to the onset and completion of neurulation, a period ranging from 9.5 days in mouse 
[Butler & Juurlink, 1987](40% gestation) to 29 days in human [O’Rahilly & Muller, 2006](11% 
gestation) and highly variable across species [Butler & Juurlink, 1987]. Brain size at birth – a 
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common proxy for prenatal growth patterns – includes artifacts introduced by these differences 
in neurulation and birth timing, leading several authors to caution against its use as a tempo-
ral anchor in comparative neurodevelopment [Dobbing, 1973; Newell-Morris & Fahrenbruch, 
1985].
 Several methods allow the dynamic changes in growth velocity across species or organs 
to be compared. First, linear models of cube-root transformed data have been used to measure 
exponential growth using a single variable, slope, while keeping the exponent constant [Huggett 
& Widdas, 1951]. Cube-root slope measures the steepness of exponential curves (i.e. accelera-
tion; fig. S3.1A, B) and corrects for artifacts introduced by the timing of neurulation by aligning 
data at the onset of exponential growth. Birth timing artifacts can be removed by identifying 
peak velocity (e.g. with Gompertz models) and comparing only the preceding exponential data; 
this also allows the incorporation of neurodevelopmental event models [Workman et al., 2013] 
into whole-brain growth and velocity curves. Second, instantaneous velocity can be measured 
between individual fetal measurements or averages; this method has several drawbacks (fig. 
S3.1C) but provides velocity estimates from raw observations that can be described according 
to increasing brain size. Together, these methods allow us to compare brain growth velocity as 
it increases over time and size in each species, and to compare brain with whole body and other 
organ growth patterns during fetal development.
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 This study directly examines rates of exponential brain growth collected from published 
studies (SI) in eight eutherian mammals (Homo sapiens, Macaca mulatta, Sus scrofa, Ovis 
aries, Mus musculus, Rattus rattus, Cavia porcellus, Oryctolagus cuniculus), two marsupials 
(Macropus eugenii, Monodelphis domesticus), and two birds (Colinus virgianus, Melopsittacus 
undulates). Gompertz growth models are used to calculate peak brain growth velocity (g/d) in 
the mammalian sample and isolate exponential phases of growth. Brain growth trajectories are 
compared to neurodevelopmental models [Workman et al., 2013], birth timing, and develop-
mental state at birth (i.e. altricial/precocial). To determine if peak velocity improves on neonatal 
measures, tests predicting adult brain size are compared between (a) peak velocity age to total 
gestation length, and (b) peak velocity brain size to neonatal brain size. Linear models are fit to 
exponential cube-root data for brain, whole body, liver, heart, kidney, and lung; to mitigate vari-
ance in fetal age estimation across studies, model parameters are averaged in as many studies as 
possible (SI). Slopes are compared across organs and species to characterize relative growth rate 
variation and correlations in the eutherian sample. We test whether basal metabolic rate, placen-
tal structure, or precociality at birth predict cube-root brain slope, and whether slope predicts 
neonatal or adult brain size. Finally, we examine instantaneous brain growth velocities from raw 
data in the eutherian sample for comparison with cube-root results.

Materials and Methods

Data. Post-conception age (d) and weight (g) of fetal brain, body, heart, liver, lung (x2), and 
kidney (x2) were collected from published literature. When unique data was unavailable in the 
original paper, data were reconstructed from figures using Photoshop CC. Brain growth data 
preceding peak velocity were considered exponential and were included in cube root models. In 
species born earlier than peak velocity, all exponential data (including early postnatal data) were 
included in this analysis. Whole body growth data includes all fetal data in each species, as body 
growth peak velocity is always postnatal. Exponential growth data for liver, heart, lungs, and kid-
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neys were isolated by visually inspecting cube-root data, determining a point of growth decelera-
tion, and removing values older that. 

Models. Gompertz models were fit to fetal, perinatal, and early postnatal brain growth data 
to calculate the age, brain size, and measure of peak velocity (g/d). First-order derivatives of 
gompertz equations were used to generate velocity curves, and model estimates of neurodevel-
opmental event timing [Workman et al., 2013] were applied to demonstrate neurogenic, tract for-
mation, and myelination sequences in relation to velocity curves. Cube root models were calcu-
lated separately by data source for each organ and species to minimize artifacts introduced from 
differences in age estimation across studies (i.e. intercept shifts; cf. SI). Exponential data from 
each study was cube-root transformed, and ordinary least squares (OLS) models were fit predict-
ing cube-root weight in grams from days post-conception. Model parameters were then aver-
aged across available studies to produce a final slope estimate for statistical tests. Instantaneous 
velocities (fig. 3.3) were calculated by taking the slope between adjacent data points according 
to increasing age (SI: Methods). Statistical tests use OLS bivariate regression models, comparing 
log10 tranformed data where listed.

Statistical tests. Bivariate ordinary least squares (OLS) regression models were used in all statis-
tical tests. Log-transformed data was used as described in Table S3.5.

Results and Discussion 

Brain, body, and visceral organ growth rates. Eutherian brain growth slopes exhibit the lowest 
variation in the organs studied (Fig. 3.3A; Table S3.1). Brain slope variation is significantly low-
er than whole body (F(7,7)=52.6; p<0.001), liver (F(7,7)=16.6; p<0.01) and lungs (F(6,7)=8.0; 
p<0.05); heart and kidney variation are not significantly larger (Table S3.2). Whole body slope 
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significantly predicts the slope of liver (p<0.01; r2=0.77), heart (p<0.001; r2=0.94), lungs 
(p<0.001; r2=0.92) and kidneys (p<0.01; r2=0.83), but fails to predict brain slope (p=0.083; 
r2=0.46)(Fig. 3.2C, solid lines). Rabbit exhibits exceptionally rapid growth in all organs, 
including brain; when removed from the sample, brain growth shows little association with body 
slope (p=0.343; r2=0.23) while all visceral organs remain significant (Fig. 3.2C, dotted lines)
(Table S3). Inter-organ correlations are shown in Table S3.4. 

Cross-study variation in brain growth cube-root slopes for each species are shown in Fig-
ure 3.2B (see Figs. S3.4-S3.13). Rabbit exhibit the highest average slope (0.047) in our sample, 
a finding supported by three separate datasets; pig (0.037) and sheep (0.039) slopes are higher 
than overlapping values in rat (0.036), guinea pig (0.032), macaque (0.033), and human (0.033). 
Mouse exhibit the lowest slope (0.025) among eutherians. Data of exceptional quality on embry-
onic brain growth (1) reveal higher slopes between E9 to E12 in mouse (0.057) and between E12 
to E15 in rat (0.076); as these slopes likely reflect symmetric proliferative cell division in the 
cortex (Fig. S3.3; [Caviness et al., 1995]), we have restricted our analyses to later neurogenic pe-
riods. Tammar wallaby, which undergo most neurogenesis postnatally during pouch life, have the 
lowest observed slope (0.012) despite undergoing similar neurodevelopmental events over this 
period. Limited data for short-tailed opossum (Fig. S3.13) suggest a similarly low slope (0.0133). 
Slopes in parakeet (0.035) and quail (0.042)(Fig. S3.13) fall within the range of eutherian values. 
Instantaneous brain growth rates (g/d) calculated from adjacent raw data points (SI: Methods)
(Figs. 3.3; S3.1C) support the general observation of conservatism in brain growth rates, as brain 
growth velocity is primarily a function of fetal brain size at any given moment during eutherian 
neurogenesis. Deviations from this general allometric relationship (e.g. mouse, rabbit) corre-
spond to differences in acceleration calculated from cube-root models.  

Eutherian cube-root brain slopes in this sample fail to predict neonatal (t=1.396; p=0.205) 
or adult brain size (t=0.534; p=0.610), and are not predicted by relative BMR (t=-1.69; p=0.142), 
dummy-coded measures of placental invasiveness (t=-0.68; p=0.524), or dummy-coded precoci-
ality/altriciality at birth (t=0.026; p=0.801). 

While the variation in eutherian brain growth acceleration is minimal relative to other 
organs (Fig. 3.2A) and largely overlapping across diverse eutherian species (Fig. 3.2B), these 
differences are nontrivial. For example, average models indicate that rabbit would increase brain 
size from 0.125g to 3.275 grams over a period of ~21 days; the corresponding increase would 
take 27 days in pig. By contrast, this increase would take 81 days in tammar wallaby. These 
extrapolations are limited by data availability over similar fetal brain sizes, and unfortunately 
obscure important differences in the growth patterns of major brain subdivisions. However, vari-
ation in eutherian acceleration rates in other organs is much higher. Coupled with weak correla-
tion of brain with visceral organ and body growth slopes (Table S3.3), this indicates a surprising 
conservatism in eutherian exponential brain growth – shared with birds, but not with marsupials 
– during fetal neurogenesis.

This analysis clearly demonstrates that larger eutherian brains, with correspondingly large 
isocortices [Stephan et al., 1981], do not grow at faster acceleration in utero. We are unaware of 
any variable that corresponds to the observed variation in brain growth slopes measured here. 
However, while most species fall within a small range of variation, rapid growth in rabbit and 
slow growth in marsupials correspond to respective body growth rates in these outliers. One 
possibility is that most eutherians preferentially allocate oxygen and glucose to brain growth – a 
phenomenon observed in growth restriction studies (i.e. “brain sparing”; [Simmons et al., 1992; 
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McCutcheon et al., 1982; Tanaka et al., 1994]) – minimizing the brain growth rate variation 
across species, but producing exceptionally high or low brain growth rates in species with abnor-
mal physiological conditions during early neurodevelopment. 

Fetal Growth vs. Ontogenetic Brain/Body Allometry. Allometric data on fetal brain/body 
growth is more widely available in a larger number of species than aged growth data, and has 
recently been reviewed in 28 mammalian species [Chapter 2]. Fetal development is characterized 
by linear allometric brain/body growth (i.e. the “rapid growth phase” [Renfree et al., 1982]), with 
differences in slope and intercept producing variation in neonatal relative brain size. Are species 
with higher fetal allometric slopes – producing more encephalized neonates – exhibiting faster 
brain growth, or slower body growth? 
 Body coefficient negatively predicts RGP slope (t=-6.09, p<0.01; r2=0.88) in seven of the 
eutherian species for which RGP slopes have been calculated. Surprisingly, brain growth coeffi-
cient also negatively predicts RGP slope (t=-2.60; p=0.048; r2=0.60), implying a high brain/body 
slope in species with slower brain growth. However, rabbits exhibit both rapid brain and body 
growth, producing low allometric slopes during fetal development; when they are removed from 
the sample, body growth retains its significance (t=-4.59; p<0.05; r2=0.84) while brain growth 
does not (t=-1.44; p=0.22; r2=0.34)(Table S3.5). This provides strong evidence that fetal allome-
tric brain/body slope differences, and corresponding variation in neonatal brain/body allometry, 
are the consequence of differential body growth.
 Primates exhibit exceptionally high brain/body ontogenetic allometry during fetal devel-
opment relative to other mammalian radiations [Count, 1947; Sacher, 1982; Deacon, 1990], a 
difference present as early as the embryonic period [Chapter 2]. The exceptionally slow somatic 
and visceral organ growth in primates shown here may help to explain primates’ near-isometric 
brain/body growth during fetal development, and are consistent with other features of primate 
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life histories, such as slow postnatal somatic growth [Vinicius, 2005].
 
Brain growth velocity and birth timing. Peak growth velocity occurs prenatally in human, ma-
caque, guinea pig, sheep, and pig, and postnatally in mouse, rat, rabbit, and tammar wallaby (Fig. 
3.4). All of the species in our sample born before peak brain growth velocity are born with eyes 
closed (i.e. precocial), while species born after peak velocity are all born with eyes open (i.e. al-
tricial). As we found no evidence that either altricial or precocial species have faster brain growth 
(Table S3.5), this systematic difference in birth timing may help to explain why altricial species 
have smaller neonatal brain size after gestation length is corrected for (implying faster growth 
in precocial species [Pagel & Harvey, 1988; Pagel & Harvey, 1990; Barton & Capellini, 2011]). 
Sacher & Staffeldt’s [1974] apparently contradictory observation that altricial species achieve 
equivalent brain sizes over shorter gestation periods (suggesting faster altricial growth) is also 
what we should expect if precocial species are preferentially affected by the birth timing artifact 
described above. The variability in birth timing relative to brain growth trajectories, combined 
with the observation that whole body growth is much more variable across our sample, indicates 
that neonatal measurements (absolute or relative brain size) should be approached with caution 
as proxies for preceding fetal growth.
 In the eutherian sample (n=8), peak velocity (g/d) positively predicts neonatal brain size 
(p<0.001; r2=0.95) and adult brain size (p<0.001; r2=0.99)(Fig. S3.2A). Age at peak velocity 
positively predicts peak velocity (p<0.001; r2=0.96)(Fig. 3.2B) and predicts adult brain size 
(p<0.001; r2=0.95) better than gestation length does (p<0.001; r2=0.87)(Fig. S3.2C). Brain size at 
peak velocity also predicts adult brain size (p<0.001; r2=0.99) better than neonatal brain size does 
(p<0.001; r2=0.94)(Fig. 3.2D). Velocity curves fit well to neurodevelopmental event models (Fig. 
3.4)[Workman et al., 2013] despite wide variability in peak velocity and birth timing (e.g. over 
tammar wallaby pouch life), with neurogenic events are generally constrained to exponential 
stages of growth. This indicates that peak velocity may be a better neurodevelopmental anchor 
than birth in species for which it can be calculated. 

Conclusions

Our findings are limited by the small number of species for which aged growth data are available 
(most of which are domesticated), particularly during the exponential period of growth. Differ-
ences between published datasets for each species likely reflect the difficulties in determining 
time of conception, and individual differences in the timing of embryonic implantation (both re-
flected as intercept shifts). As most published data on fetal growth is averaged, natural variation 
within species is unavailable for statistical tests comparing growth coefficients. We have tried to 
mitigate these limitations by using average model parameters across datasets; accordingly, most 
of our findings exhibit strong statistical power despite a small sample size. 
 Removing artifacts associated with birth timing and neurulation show that fetal brain 
growth in eutherians is faster than estimates from neonatal datasets [Sacher & Staffeldt, 1974], 
exhibits the lowest degree of variation among the organs studied, and is generally independent 
of correlated growth patterns in visceral organ and whole body growth. The variation in brain 
growth acceleration described here supports previous reports of exceptionally slow growth in 
marsupials during postnatal pouch life [Renfree et al., 1982] and indicates rabbits may grow 
their brains at exceptionally high rates. Further research on mechanisms controlling absolute size 
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increase, such as cortical cell cycle duration, may help to elucidate how and why species deviate 
from broadly conserved brain growth patterns described here.  
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Chapter 2: Supporting Information

Dataset collection

Data on the weight of fetal brain, body, heart, liver, lung (x2), and kidney (x2), as well as 
post-conception age in days were collected from published literature. In experimental studies, 
values were taken from control animals only. When individual observations were not published 
in the original paper, data were reconstructed from figures using Photoshop CC and are labeled 
as such in the corresponding tables below. Most observations represent average values as origi-
nally published.
 Data on neonatal brain and body size in the nine mammals described in this paper are tak-
en from the following sources: human [Sacher & Staffeldt, 1974]; macaque [Kerr et al., 1974]; 
pig [Ullrey et al., 1965]; sheep [Sacher & Staffeldt, 1974]; rabbit [Edson et al., 1975]; guinea 
pig [Edwards et al., 1976]; mouse [Wingert, 1969]; rat [Sikov & Thomas, 1970; 21dg average]; 
wallaby [Renfree et al., 1982]. All other species’ data on neonatal brain size, as well as gesta-
tion length for all species, is taken from Sacher & Staffeldt [1974] and Harvey & Clutton-Brock 
[1985]. Age estimates for Carnegie Stage 10 was taken from Butler & Juurlink [1987]. 

Gompertz & velocity models

For any given species and organ, individual studies differ systematically in age estimation, as 
reflected in intercept shifts in cube root models below. Accordingly, Gompertz models are best fit 
to brain growth data using representative fetal and early postnatal datasets rather than all avail-
able data. Sources used to fit Gompertz models are listed separately from subsequent cube-root 
model sources, which were fit to larger numbers of datasets. Gompertz models were fit to fetal, 
perinatal, and early postnatal data to improve model fit; as such, asymptotes do not reflect adult 
brain size, and velocity curves are only approximate. The primary function of growth models 
was to estimate the timing of peak velocity in a non-biased way in order to isolate exponential 
data for cube-root modeling.  
 Gompertz models were autofit to brain growth data using nonlinear least squares curve 
fitting with the nls function in the {stats} package for R. Velocity functions were calculated from 
the first order derivative of the Gompertz model. Estimates of the age of neurodevelopmental 
events in available species were taken from models developed from empirical data [Workman 
et al., 2013] and available on the Translating Time website (translatingtime.net). Neurodevelop-
mental events were coded as involving neurogenesis, tract formation, or myelination and fit to 
velocity curves in available species.

Cube Root Models

Brain growth data preceding peak velocity, as calculated from Gompertz autofit functions, were 
considered exponential and were included in cube root models. In species born earlier than peak 
velocity, all exponential data (including early postnatal data) were included in this analysis. 
Whole body growth data includes all fetal data in each species, as body growth peak velocity is 
always postnatal. Exponential growth data for liver, heart, lungs, and kidneys were isolated by 
visually inspecting cube-root data, determining a point of growth deceleration, and removing 
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values older that. 
 Cube root models were calculated separately by data source for each organ and species 
to minimize artifacts introduced from differences in age estimation across studies (i.e. intercept 
shifts; see cube root models below). Exponential data from each study was cube-root trans-
formed, and ordinary least squares (OLS) models were fit predicting cube-root weight in grams 
from days post-conception. Model parameters were then averaged across available studies to 
produce a final slope estimate for statistical tests. 

Instantaneous growth rate calculation
 
Data preceding peak velocity, as calculated in Gompertz models, are included for each species. 
Instantaneous velocities (g/d) were calculated by taking the slope between adjacent data points 
according to increasing age (i.e. (mass2 - mass1)/(age2 - age1)). As sources differ in post-con-
ceptual age approximation, reflected as intercept shifts along cube-root models, velocities were 
calculated separately by source. Data was averaged by day post-conception in mouse [Goedb-
loed, 1976; Wingert, 1969] and rat [Goedbloed, 1976] to allow velocity calculation between time 
periods.
 Instantaneous velocity calculated from raw data regularly indicates unlikely values, such 
as sudden decreases in velocity (i.e. negative values) or abnormally high or low velocities at a 
given brain size, often caused by samples over short age intervals (e.g. the smallest brain sizes)
(Fig. S3.1C). Negative velocities were removed from the sample. To remove remaining outlier 
values, ordinary least squares regression models were fit to velocities according to brain size in 
log-log coordinates for each individual species subsample. Values outside of the 95% confidence 
interval were removed. 
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Figure S3.1. Models of exponential growth using a set exponent, traditionally cubic, can be used to compare growth 
acceleration using a single variable, slope. (A) Two cubic functions with higher (a) and lower (b) coefficients differ 
in mass size and growth velocity (dotted line) at any given time (t) following an identical onset of exponential 
growth. (B) Linear models fit to cube-root transformed mass show differences in slope, corresponding to the relative 
acceleration rate of brain growth in species (a). (C) Instantaneous velocity can also be calculated directly from raw 
data by taking the slope between two points (dotted lines) and assigning it to average brain mass or age. However, 
this method produces artifacts (red arrow), particularly in clustered data.
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Figure S3.3. Embryonic brain growth in (A) mouse and (B) rat from an exceptional dataset [Goedbloed, 1976] 
shows more rapid growth rates prior to E13 and E15, respectively. Color bars indicate windows of cortical neuro-
genesis by layer, taken from neurodevelopmental event models [Workman et al., 2013]. Below, cell cycle duration 
(Tc) in the ventricular zone (VZ) of each species increases as larger proportions of progenitors enter neurogenic 
(asymmetric) division. Whole brain growth rates decelerate and cell cycle duration increases sharply around the 
onset of layer IV neurogenesis, which is thought to coincide with the contraction of the symmetrically dividing 
progenitor pool [Caviness et al. 1995].  
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Table S3.1 Organ slope averages 

Average slope values from brain (S3.4-S3.14), whole body (table S3.6; figure S3.14) and 
visceral organ (tables S3.7-S3.10; figures S3.15-S3.18) OLS models predicting (mass)1/3 
from days post-conception.  

Body Brain Liver Heart Lungs Kidneys 

Homo sapiens 0.0654 0.0326 0.0230 0.0128 0.0175 0.0141 
Macaca mulatta 0.0648 0.0331 0.0231 0.0114 0.0179 0.0125 
Ovis aries 0.1687 0.0387 0.0514 0.0316 0.0552 0.0278 
Sus scrofa 0.1027 0.0371 0.0270 0.0200 0.0330 0.0201 
Orycto. cuniculus 0.1803 0.0473 0.0917 0.0434 0.0517 0.0493 
Cavia porcellus 0.0887 0.0316 0.0296 0.0151 0.0295 0.0194 
Mus musculus 0.1019 0.0250 0.0555 0.0157 0.0225 
Rattus rattus 0.1616 0.0356 0.0768 0.0335 0.0621 0.0356 

Euth. var. (x1000) 2.1851 0.0415 0.6896 0.1377 0.3310 0.1494 

Macropus eugenii 0.0123 
Monodelphis dom. 0.0133 
C. virgianus 0.0416 
M. undulates 0.0345 

Table S3.2 Organ variance F tests. 

Comparison of variance in average slope values for brain vs. whole body, liver, heart, 
lungs, and kidneys. Values are given for the whole eutherian sample (n=8). 

vs. Brain F stat. df p 

Body 52.62 (7,7) 0.000 *** 
Liver 16.61 (7,7) 0.002 ** 
Heart 3.32 (7,7) 0.136 
Lungs 7.97 (6,7) 0.015 * 
Kidneys 3.60 (7,7) 0.113 

Table S3.3 Organ slope correlation table 

Total eutherian sample (n=8) 
Body Brain Liver Heart Kidneys Lungs 

Body  0.680 0.876** 0.967*** 0.909** 0.961*** 
Brain 0.483 0.521 0.810* 0.722* 0.596 
Liver 0.820* -0.001 0.890** 0.956*** 0.855* 
Heart 0.978***  0.593 0.789* 0.960*** 0.899** 
Kidneys 0.934**  0.291 0.932** 0.930** 0.823* 
Lungs 0.986***  0.683 0.939** 0.989*** 0.983*** 

Rabbit removed (n=7) 
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Table S3.4 Organ slope regression models 

EV: Body cube root slope slope int. t p df r2 sig. 

Brain cube root slope 0.094 0.03 2.27 0.064 6 0.46 ns 
   Rabbit removed 0.052 0.03 1.24 0.272 5 0.23 ns 
Liver cube root slope 0.492 -0.01 4.44 0.004 6 0.77 ** 
   Rabbit removed 0.402 0.00 3.21 0.024 5 0.67 * 
Heart cube root slope 0.243 -0.01 9.33 0.000 6 0.94 *** 
   Rabbit removed 0.209 0.00 10.56 0.000 5 0.96 *** 
Lungs cube root slope 0.349 0.00 7.74 0.001 6 0.92 *** 
   Rabbit removed 0.402 -0.01 11.61 0.000 5 0.97 *** 
Kidneys cube root slope 0.238 0.00 5.33 0.002 6 0.83 ** 
   Rabbit removed 0.176 0.00 5.83 0.012 5 0.87 * 

Table S3.5 OLS bivariate regression models 

Dependent variable slope int. t p df r2 sig. 
   Explanatory variable 

Log10(adult brain [g])
   Log10(peak velocity [g/d]) 1.66 2.33 20.20 0.000 6 0.99 *** 
   Log10(gestation [d]) 2.42 -3.11 6.20 0.000 6 0.87 *** 
   Log10(PV age [d]) 3.22 -4.51 11.17 0.000 6 0.95 *** 
   Log10(neo brain [g]) 0.87 0.70 10.01 0.000 6 0.94 *** 
   Log10(PV brain [g]) 1.09 0.49 27.87 0.000 6 0.99 *** 

Log10(neo. brain [g]) 
   Log10(peak velocity [g/d]) 1.82 1.82 10.50 0.000 6 0.95 *** 
   Log10(gestation [d]) 
   Log10(PV age [d]) 

Log10(Peak velocity [g/d]) 
   Log10(PV age [d]) 0.01 -0.38 12.08 0.000 6 0.96 *** 

Brain cube root slope 
   Placental type (dummy) 0.00 0.04 -0.68 0.524 6 0.07 ns 
   Relative BMR 0.00 0.04 -1.69 0.142 6 0.32 ns 
   Altricial/precocial (dummy) 0.00 0.03 0.26 0.801 6 0.01 ns 

Neonatal brain/body ratio 
   Brain cube root slope -2.50 0.14 -1.32 0.234 6 0.23 ns 
   Body cube root slope -0.55 0.16 -2.90 0.027 6 0.58 * 

Allometric RGP slope 
   Brain cube root slope -12.46 1.32 -2.73 0.042 5 0.60 * 
      (Rabbit removed) -11.24 1.28 -1.44 0.223 4 0.34 ns 
   Body cube root slope -2.10 1.12 -6.09 0.002 5 0.88 ** 
      (Rabbit removed) -1.89 1.11 -4.59 0.010 4 0.84 *
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Species 
Gestation
Carnegie Stage 10: 

Source    slope  y-int.  x-int.  r2

Guihard-Costa et al. 2002  0.0334  -0.94  28.2  1.00
Hansen et al., 2003  0.0333  -1.21  36.2  0.99
Maroun & Graem, 2005  0.0312  -0.86  27.6  1.00
Average    0.0327  -1.00  30.7  n/a

Peak velocity  
PV age
PV brain size

Homo sapiens
270 dpc 
29 dpc

2.705 g/d
248.9 dpc
278.7 g

Gompertz model:   Singer et al., 1998; Coppoletta & Wolbach, 1933; Hansen et al., 2003

Species 
Gestation
Carnegie Stage 10: 

Source    slope  y-int.  x-int.  r2

Cheek, 1975   0.0303  -0.39  12.8  0.96
Kerr et al., 1974   0.0360  -0.97  27.0  1.00
Average    0.0331  -0.68  19.9  n/a
 

Peak velocity  
PV age
PV brain size

Macaca mulatta
166.5 dpc 
22 dpc

0.690 g/d
114.1 dpc
29.90 g

Gompertz model:   Cheek, 1975; Kerr et al., 1974

OLS regression: (dpc) predicting (brain mass[g])1/3

OLS regression: (dpc) predicting (brain mass [g])1/3

(1)
(2)
(3)
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(2)

CS10BirthBirth

Fig. S3.4 Human brain growth models 

Fig. S3.5 Rhesus macaque brain growth models 
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Species 
Gestation
Carnegie Stage 10: 

Source    slope  y-int.  x-int.  r2

Barcroft, 1946   0.0443  -1.62  36.6  1.00
McIntosh et al., 1979  0.0371  -0.88  23.7  1.00
Rattray et al., 1975   0.0426  -1.40  32.8  1.00
Richardson & Hebert, 1979  0.0390  -0.95  24.4  1.00
Thurley et al., 1973   0.0333  -0.59  17.6  1.00
Wallace, 1945   0.0360  -0.76  21.2  1.00
Average    0.0387  -1.03  26.1  n/a
 

Peak velocity  
PV age
PV brain size

Ovis aries (sheep)
150 dpc 
16 dpc

0.961 g/d
104.45 dpc
30.22 g

Gompertz model:   Rattray et al, 1975; Wallace, 1945; Richardson & Hebert, 1978; Duncan et al., 2004

Species 
Gestation
Carnegie Stage 10: 

Source    slope  y-int.  x-int.  r2

Dickerson & Dobbing, 1967  0.0334  -0.23  7.0  0.98
Done & Herbert, 1968  0.0412  -0.95  23.1  0.98
Pond et al., 2000   0.0386  -0.87  22.6  0.99
Tumbleson, 1973   0.0394  -0.99  25.2  0.99
Ullrey et al., 1965   0.0371  -0.62  16.6  1.00
Vallet & Freking, 2006  0.0331  -0.52  15.8  0.99
Average    0.0371  -0.70  18.4  n/a
 

Peak velocity  
PV age
PV brain size

Sus scrofa (pig)
150 dpc 
16 dpc

0.674 g/d
111.98 dpc
32.86 g

Gompertz model:   Dickerson & Dobbing, 1967; Done & Hebert, 1968; Tumbleson, 1973

OLS regression: (dpc) predicting (brain mass [g])1/3

OLS regression: (dpc) predicting (brain mass [g])1/3
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Fig. S3.6 Sheep brain growth models 

Fig. S3.7 Pig brain growth models 
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Species 
Gestation
Carnegie Stage 10: 

Source    slope  y-int.  x-int.  r2

Wingert, 1967   0.0252  -0.04  1.7  0.95
Goedbloed, 1976   0.0248  -0.07  2.8  0.91
Average    0.0250  -0.06  2.3  n/a
 

Peak velocity  
PV age
PV brain size

Mus musculus (mouse)
19 dpc 
9.5 dpc

0.0271 g/d
25.35 dpc
0.233 g

Gompertz model:   Wingert, 1967; Goedbloed, 1976

Species 
Gestation
Carnegie Stage 10: 

Source    slope  y-int.  x-int.  r2

Gille et al., 1996   0.0334  -0.16  4.9  0.99
Goedbloed, 1976   0.0372  -0.21  5.5  0.82
Schneidereit, 1985  0.0321  -0.14  4.5  0.99
Sikov & Thomas, 1970  0.0397  -0.26  6.7  0.99
Average    0.0356  -0.68  5.4  n/a

Peak velocity  
PV age
PV brain size

Rattus rattus (rat)
21 dpc 
11 dpc

0.0574 g/d
28.73 dpc
0.580 g

Gompertz model:   Gille et al., 1996; Goedbloed, 1976

OLS regression: (dpc) predicting (brain mass [g])1/3

OLS regression: (dpc) predicting (brain mass [g])1/3
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Species 
Gestation
Carnegie Stage 10: 

Source    slope  y-int.  x-int.  r2

Dobbing & Sands, 1970*  0.0304  -0.35  11.5  0.98
Edwards et al., 1976  0.0327  -0.40  12.3  1.00
Average    0.0316  -0.38  11.9  n/a
 

Peak velocity  
PV age
PV brain size

Cavia porcellus (guinea pig)
67 dpc 
14.5 dpc

0.0852 g/d
46.76 dpc
1.284 g

Gompertz model:             Dobbing & Sands, 1970

Species 
Gestation
Carnegie Stage 10: 

Source    slope  y-int.  x-int.  r2

Edson et al., 1975   0.0498  -0.42  8.4  0.99
Harel et al., 1972   0.0465  -0.32  6.8  0.82
Hudson et al., 1975  0.0457  -0.31  6.7  0.99
Average    0.0473  -0.35  7.3  n/a
 

Peak velocity  
PV age
PV brain size

Oryctolagus cuniculus (rabbit)
31 dpc 
8.5 dpc

0.183 g/d
38.73 dpc
2.917 g

Gompertz model:              Harel et al., 1972; Davison & Wadja, 1959

OLS regression: (dpc) predicting (brain mass [g])1/3

OLS regression: (dpc) predicting (brain mass [g])1/3
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Fig. S3.10 Guinea pig brain growth models 

Fig. S3.11 Rabbit brain growth models 
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Species 
Gestation
Carnegie Stage 10: 

Source    slope  y-int.  x-int.  r2

Renfree et al., 1982  0.0123  -0.01  0.97  0.97
 

Peak velocity  
PV age
PV brain size

Macropus eugenii (wallaby)
27 dpc 
unknown

0.100 g/d
147.64 dpc
6.068 g

Gompertz model:   Renfree et al., 1982

OLS regression: (dpc) predicting (brain mass)1/3
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Source    slope  y-int.  x-int.  r2

Quail (C. virgianus)  0.0416  -0.05  1.20  0.99
   Striedter & Charvet, 2008
Parakeet (M. undulatus)  0.0345  -0.03  0.87  0.98
   Striedter & Charvet, 2008
Opossum (M. domestica)  0.0133  0.06  -4.50  n/a
   Seelke et al., 2013
 

OLS regression: (dpc) predicting (brain mass)1/3
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Fig. S3.13 Bird and opossum brain growth models 
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Table S3.6 Fetal body growth cube root models by source 

Species Source beta y-int. x-int. r2 

H. sapiens Hansen et al., 2003 0.0661 -2.68 40.6 1.00 
Guihard-Costa et al., 2002 0.0646 -2.44 37.7 1.00 
Average 0.0654 -2.56 39.2 N/A 

M. mulatta Kerr et al., 1974 0.0678 -1.70 25.0 1.00 
Cheek, 1975 0.0619 -0.97 15.6 0.98 
Average 0.0648 -1.33 20.3 N/A 

C. porcellus Sparks et al., 1985 0.0787 -0.74 9.4 0.88 
Myers et al., 1982 0.0893 -1.36 15.2 0.95 
Lafeber et al., 1984 0.0859 -0.89 10.3 1.00 
Edwards et al., 1976 0.1012 -1.83 18.1 1.00 
Draper, 1920 0.0891 -1.41 15.9 0.96 
Dobbing & Sands, 1970* 0.0879 -1.16 13.2 0.98 
Average 0.0887 -1.23 13.7 N/A 

O. cuniculus Abdul-Karim & Bruce, 1972 0.1403 -1.35 9.6 1.00 
Bruce & Abdul-Karim, 1973 0.2013 -2.42 12.0 1.00 
Davison & Wadja, 1959 0.1866 -2.04 10.9 0.99 
Harel et al., 1972** 0.3169 -5.09 16.1 1.00 
Vidyasagar & Chernick, 1975 0.1825 -1.92 10.5 1.00 
Zilversmit et al., 1972 0.1907 -2.19 11.5 0.92 
Average 0.1803 -1.98 10.9 N/A 

R. rattus Goedbloed, 1976 0.1452 -1.53 10.5 0.97 
Schneidereit, 1985 0.1882 -2.33 12.4 1.00 
Sikov & Thomas, 1970 0.1515 -1.56 10.3 0.96 
Average 0.1616 -1.80 11.1 N/A 

M. musculus Goedbloed, 1976 0.1026 -0.81 7.9 0.99 
MacDowell et al., 1927 0.1027 -0.81 7.9 1.00 
Wingert, 1969 0.1005 -0.81 8.0 0.99 
Average 0.1019 -0.81 7.9 N/A 

O. aries Astrom, 1967 0.1389 -4.39 31.7 0.98 
Barcroft, 1946 0.1435 -4.75 33.1 1.00 
Bell et al., 1987 0.1480 -5.47 37.0 1.00 
Frasch et al., 2007 0.2213 -12.69 57.3 1.00 
McIntosh et al., 1979 0.1527 -5.79 37.9 1.00 
Osgerby et al., 2002 0.1793 -7.83 43.7 1.00 
Rattray et al., 1975 0.1964 -8.53 43.4 1.00 
Richardson & Hebert, 1978* 0.1671 -6.32 37.8 1.00 
Wallace, 1945 0.1714 -6.29 36.7 1.00 
Average 0.1687 -6.90 39.8 N/A 

S. scrofa Hard & Anderson, 1983 0.0944 -0.43 4.6 1.00 
Knight et al., 1977 0.1090 -1.38 12.6 0.97 
Marrable & Ashdown, 1967 0.1120 -1.63 14.6 0.97 
Pond et al., 2000 0.0961 -0.72 7.4 0.93 
Tumbleson, 1973 0.1029 -2.91 26.1 0.99 
Ullrey et al., 1965 0.1040 -2.21 19.2 1.00 
Vallet & Freking, 2006 0.0997 -1.28 12.8 0.96 
Average 0.1026 -1.18 10.5 N/A 

* Note: original data in this paper was unavailable, and was reconstructed from plots published as
figures.
** Outlier excluded from the average.
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Fig. S3.15 Fetal liver growth cube-root regression models



Table S3.7 Fetal liver growth cube root models by source 

Species Source beta y-int. x-int. r2 

H. sapiens Guihard-Costa et al., 2002 0.0222 -0.59 26.5 1.00 
Hansen et al., 2003 0.0232 -0.90 38.6 0.99 
Maroun & Graem, 2005 0.0236 -0.77 32.7 1.00 
Average 0.0230 -0.75 32.6 N/A 

M. mulatta Cheek, 1975 0.0221 -0.40 18.1 1.00 
Kerr et al., 1974 0.0242 -0.64 26.3 1.00 
Average 0.0231 -0.52 22.2 N/A 

C. porcellus Composite data1 0.0296 -0.15 4.9 0.94 
O. cuniculus Hudson & Hull, 1975 0.0917 -1.21 13.2 0.99 
R. rattus Goedbloed, 1976 0.0741 -0.86 11.6 0.96 

Schneidereit, 1985 0.0796 -0.97 12.2 0.99 
Sikov & Thomas, 1970 0.0768 -0.89 11.6 0.97 
Average 0.0768 -0.91 11.8 N/A 

M. musculus Goedbloed, 1976 0.0555 -0.52 9.3 0.97 
O. aries Bell et al., 1987 0.0425 -0.86 20.2 1.00 

Barcroft, 1946 0.0501 -1.50 29.9 0.99 
Osgerby et al., 2002 0.0574 -1.69 29.5 1.00 
Richardson & Hebert, 1978* 0.0495 -1.18 23.8 1.00 
Wallace, 1945 0.0577 -1.45 25.2 1.00 
Average 0.0514 -1.34 25.7 N/A 

S. scrofa Hard & Anderson, 1983 0.0366 -0.55 15.1 1.00 
Hafez et al., 1958 0.0242 0.60 -24.8 1.00 
Tumbleson, 1973 0.0262 -0.16 6.0 0.96 
Ullrey et al., 1965 0.0232 0.26 -11.1 0.99 
Vallet & Freking, 2006* 0.0246 0.09 -3.5 0.99 
Average 0.0270 -0.47 -3.7 N/A 

1. Data was combined from Jones & Parer, 1983, Lafeber et al., 1984, and Dwyer et al. 1995 to
produce this estimate. Data from Jones & Parer was incorrectly listed in the original paper as
26.4g liver at ~34g body size; in this analysis it is corrected to 2.64g liver size at 50dpc, which is
consistent with other sources.

* Note: original data in this paper was unavailable, and was reconstructed from plots published as
figures.
** Note: Beta values for these studies are not included in the average, as x-intercepts indicate the
onset of exponential growth prior to conception.
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Table S3.8 Fetal heart growth cube root models by source 

Species Source beta y-int. x-int. r2 

H. sapiens Guihard-Costa et al., 2002 0.0124 -0.42 33.4 0.99 
Hansen et al., 2003 0.0133 -0.57 43.4 0.99 
Average 0.0128 -0.50 38.4 N/A 

M. mulatta1 Cheek, 1975 0.0110 -0.19 17.5 0.97 
Kerr et al., 1974 0.0117 -0.27 22.6 1.00 
Average 0.0114 -0.23 20.0 N/A 

C. porcellus Lafeber et al., 1984 0.0151 -0.15 10.1 1.00 
O. cuniculus Hudson & Hull, 1975 0.0434 -0.61 14.1 0.99 
R. rattus Schneidereit, 1985 0.0385 -0.50 13.1 1.00 

Sikov & Thomas, 1970 0.0286 -0.29 10.0 0.88 
Average 0.0335 -0.40 11.55 N/A 

M. musculus Goedbloed, 1976 0.0157 -0.11 6.8 0.96 
O. aries Bell et al., 1987 0.0296 -1.08 36.4 1.00 

Barcroft, 1946 0.0277 -0.68 24.6 0.98 
Frasch et al., 2007 0.0346 -1.45 42.1 1.00 
Osgerby et al., 2002 0.0323 -1.11 34.4 0.98 
Rattray et al., 1975 0.0345 -1.36 39.3 1.00 
Richardson & Hebert, 1978* 0.0292 -0.84 28.7 0.99 
Wallace, 1945 0.0335 -1.22 36.5 0.99 
Average 0.0316 -1.11 34.6 N/A 

S. scrofa Hard & Anderson, 1983 0.0202 -0.22 10.8 1.00 
Hafez et al., 1958** 0.0195 0.06 -8.1 1.00 
Tumbleson, 1973 0.0201 -0.46 22.7 0.97 
Ullrey et al., 1965 0.0186 -0.18 9.7 1.00 
Vallet & Freking, 2006 0.0212 -0.36 17.2 1.00 
Average 0.0200 -0.30 15.1 N/A 

1. Data after 145dpc was excluded as it had already decelerated

* Note: original data in this paper was unavailable, and was reconstructed from plots published as
figures.

** Note: Beta value for this study is not included in the average, as x-intercepts indicate the onset 
of exponential growth prior to conception. 
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Fig. S3.17 Fetal lung growth cube-root regression models



Table S3.9 Fetal lung growth cube root models by source 

Species Source beta y-int. x-int. r2 

H. sapiens Guihard-Costa et al., 2002 0.0160 -0.26 16.0 0.99 
Hansen et al., 2003 0.0190 -0.65 34.3 0.99 
Average 0.0175 -0.45 25.2 N/A 

M. mulatta Cheek, 1975 0.0169 -0.21 12.6 0.99 
Kerr et al., 1974 0.0189 -0.40 21.4 0.98 
Average 0.0179 -0.56 17.0 N/A 

C. porcellus Pasqualini et al 1976* 0.0295 -0.53 18.0 0.97 
O. cuniculus Composite1 0.0517 -0.46 8.9 0.62 
R. rattus Goedbloed, 1976 0.0604 -0.78 12.8 0.96 

Schneidereit, 1985 0.0639 -0.83 13.0 1.00 
Sikov & Thomas, 1970 0.0618 -0.84 13.5 0.99 
Average 0.0621 -0.81 13.1 N/A 

O. aries Barcroft, 1946 0.0576 -2.29 39.7 0.98 
Osgerby et al., 2002 0.0548 -1.79 32.6 1.00 
Richardson & Hebert, 1978* 0.0524 -1.71 32.7 1.00 
Wallace, 1945 0.0562 -2.09 37.2 1.00 
Average 0.0552 -1.97 35.6 N/A 

S. scrofa Hafez et al., 1958** 0.0255 0.45 -17.6 1.00 
Tumbleson, 1973 0.0303 -0.59 19.5 0.96 
Ullrey et al., 1965 0.0357 -0.75 21.0 1.00 
Average 0.0330 -0.67 20.3 N/A 

1. Data was combined from Taeusch et al., 1973 and Vidyasagar & Cernick, 1975 to produce this
model.

* Note: original data in this paper was unavailable, and was reconstructed from plots published as
figures.

** Note: Beta value for this study is not included in the average, as x-intercepts indicate the onset 
of exponential growth prior to conception. 
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Fig. S3.18 Fetal kidneys growth cube-root regression models



Table S3.10 Fetal kidney growth cube root models by source 

Species Source beta y-int. x-int. r2 

H. sapiens Guihard-Costa et al., 2002 0.0133 -0.47 35.4 0.99 
Hansen et al., 2003 0.0150 -0.71 47.5 0.99 
Average 0.0141 -0.59 41.5 N/A 

M. mulatta Cheek, 1975 0.0118 -0.18 15.2 0.99 
Kerr et al., 1974 0.0133 -0.36 26.9 0.98 
Average 0.0125 -0.27 21.0 N/A 

C. porcellus Pasqualini et al 1976* 0.0194 -0.37 19.0 0.92 
O. cuniculus Hudson & Hull, 1975 0.0493 -0.73 14.9 0.98 
R. rattus Goedbloed, 1976 0.0307 -0.41 13.3 0.92 

Schneidereit, 1985 0.0382 -0.53 13.9 0.99 
Sikov & Thomas, 1970 0.0379 -0.52 13.8 0.99 
Average 0.0356 -0.49 13.7 N/A 

M. musculus Goedbloed, 1976 0.0225 -0.24 10.7 0.97 
O. aries Bell et al., 1987 0.0259 -0.50 19.1 1.00 

Barcroft, 1946 0.0280 -0.69 24.5 0.94 
Osgerby et al., 2002 0.0289 -0.87 30.1 1.00 
Rattray et al., 1975 0.0264 -0.91 34.5 1.00 
Richardson & Hebert, 1978* 0.0286 -0.77 26.9 0.99 
Wallace, 1945 0.0288 -0.81 28.2 1.00 
Average 0.0278 -0.76 27.2 N/A 

S. scrofa Hafez et al., 1958** 0.0152 0.53 -35.1 1.00 
Tumbleson, 1973 0.0218 -0.49 22.6 0.97 
Ullrey et al., 1965 0.0184 -0.04 2.0 1.00 
Average 0.0201 -0.26 12.3 N/A 

* Note: original data in this paper was unavailable, and was reconstructed from plots published as
figures.

** Note: Beta value for this study is not included in the average, as x-intercepts indicate the onset 
of exponential growth prior to conception. 
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CHAPTER 4. The embryonic origins of primate encephalization: Allometric and growth 
analyses of brain and body volume in primate and non-primate embryos.

Abstract

Quantifying differential tissue growth over embryogenesis is necessary to under-
stand how evolution alters developmental programs to generate morphological 
differences between species. For example, all primates exhibit exceptionally high 
brain/body proportions across all of fetal development, an allometric difference 
that begins during embryonic development. This shared alteration to allometric 
growth is uncorrelated to adult brain size, isocortical proportions, and differences 
in encephalization between primate radiations, and remains poorly understood de-
spite the fact that encephalization is a defining characteristic of the primate Order. 
To characterize brain and body growth patterns across embryonic development, 
86 whole embryos from diverse primate and non-primate mammalian radiations 
were digitized using microscopic photography; tissue volumes were reconstructed 
from area measures over individual slices. Using allometric and exponential mod-
els to characterize differential tissue growth, I present preliminary evidence that 
primate-shared encephalization over fetal development is a consequence of slower 
prenatal body growth, rather than changes to embryonic brain growth. These find-
ings implicate evolutionary pressures for body size reduction – e.g. as an adaptation 
to a “fine-branch” arboreal niche – rather than cognitive or behavioral features as 
the driving force of relative brain size increase at the origin of the primate Order.

Introduction

Encephalization is one of the defining characteristics of the primate Order. On average, primate 
brains are roughly twice the size we should expect for any given body size; this order-wide 
degree of encephalization is observed in adults [Von Dongen, 1998], at birth, and across fetal de-
velopment [Count, 1947; Sacher, 1982; Martin, 1983; Deacon, 1990]. A recent review of prenatal 
brain/body allometry in twelve primate and sixteen non-primate mammals indicates that primates 
are already highly encephalized as they transition from embryonic to fetal phases of development 
[Chapter 2]. This exceptional degree of prenatal encephalization is developmentally and phylo-
genetically unique, and suggests an “extraordinary evolutionary event” [Sacher, 1982] occurred 
in one of primates’ last common ancestors to increase brain or decrease body size, beginning 
during embryonic development. However, despite having first been reported nearly seventy years 
ago [Count, 1947], the developmental origins of primate prenatal encephalization have eluded 
anatomical characterization or explanation.
 While encephalization has frequently been used to describe evolutionary changes to brain 
size, there are several reasons to suspect that body size changes also play an important role. Phy-
logenetic analyses indicate that changes to both brain and body size have affected the evolution 
of encephalization across mammalian radiations [Smaers et al., 2012]. Primates share a suite of 
adaptations associated with occupying an arboreal niche, such as forward-facing eyes for stereo-
scopic vision and grasping limbs. Deacon [1990] has argued that postcranial body reduction may 
have evolved to allow early primates to carry their young or to accommodate arboreal forms of 
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locomotion. Consistent with primates’ slow life histories [Charnov & Berrigan, 1993; Pontzer et 
al., 2014] and postnatal growth rates [Vinicius, 2005], both human and macaque exhibit excep-
tionally slow body and visceral organ growth rates during prenatal development when compared 
with a range of other eutherian mammals [Chapter 3]. By contrast, primate brain growth rates 
fall within the range of other eutherians. This suggests the possibility that shared primate en-
cephalization across prenatal development reflects decelerated body growth rates beginning in 
the embryonic period.
 However, primates also exhibit relatively large isocortices that deviate from allometric 
expectations according to brain size [Stephan et al., 1981; Barton & Harvey, 2000]. This grade 
shift in isocortical proportions is most pronounced in anthropoid primates (which regularly 
exhibit isocortices 9-10x the size of non-primate mammals with similarly-sized non-isocortical 
brains) but is also observed in prosimians to a lesser degree. This shared primate “isocortical-
ization” is a strong candidate for mosaic evolution [Barton & Harvey, 2000], as it deviates from 
the range of variation proposed under the developmental constraint hypothesis of brain region 
scaling [Finlay & Darlington, 1995]. This increase in isocortical proportions is an attractive 
alternative candidate for primate prenatal encephalization, but is complicated by several factors. 
First, primate isocorticalization comes at the expense of a variety of limbic structures, such as 
the olfactory cortex, hippocampus, and olfactory bulbs [Finlay & Darlington, 1995; Reep et 
al., 2007], which are reduced in primates relative to allometric expectations. Reep et al., [2007] 
have suggested this “push-pull” relationship between the relative size of limbic and isocortical 
structures in primates may reflect shifting genetic boundaries within the secondary prosenceph-
alon [see Rubenstein et al., 1994; Puelles & Rubenstein, 2003]. Thus, isocortical proportions in 
primates may not produce any clear shift in prenatal brain/body allometric trajectories, and could 
instead simply extend the duration of neurodevelopment . This possibility is further advanced by 
unremarkable brain growth rates in primates relative to other mammals [Chapter 3].
 The emergence of primate encephalization during prenatal development has never been 
characterized due in large part to the difficulty of studying relative growth in very small embry-
os. However, reconstruction of whole embryo and organ volumes from sectioned tissue by the 
Cavalieri [1635] method have previously been used to characterize relative and absolute growth 
in mouse and rat [Goedbloed, 1976] as well as quail and parakeet [Striedter & Charvet, 2008]. 
This study examines embryonic brain and body growth across the second half of embryonic de-
velopment (Carnegie Stages 12-23) and in early fetal development across a sample of available 
primate and non-primate mammalian embryos. Our goal is to provide the first anatomical charac-
terization of how and when primate encephalization emerges during early development.

Allometric vs. growth models. Fetal brain/body growth is approximately linear in log-log co-
ordinates (but see Count, [1947]; Chapter 2), indicating that relative brain size over this period 
remains constant (isometry) or changes in regular ways (positive or negative allometry). Accord-
ingly, fetal allometric growth can be modeled using linear functions (Chapter 2). However, brain/
body proportions during embryonic development fluctuate considerably [Goedbloed, 1976; see 
below], producing deviations from linearity in log-log plots and changing brain/body proportions 
over time or developmental stages (Fig. 4.1A). Brain and body growth over time during this pe-
riod are both exponential; accordingly, deviations from linear allometric growth must be conse-
quences of changes to exponential growth rates in either brain or body.  
 Increases in allometric proportions (Fig. 4.1A, green dashed lines) may be caused by 
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either accelerations in the exponential growth of brain tissue (Fig. 4.1B) or by decreases in the 
exponential growth of the whole embryo (Fig. 4.1C). Correspondingly, decreases in allometric 
proportions (Fig 4.1A, red dashed lines) may be caused by either decelerations in exponential 
brain growth (Fig. 4.1B) or by accelerations in exponential growth of the whole embryo (Fig. 
4.1C). Because allometric growth plots contain no information about what causes the underlying 
shift, distinguishing between these possibilities requires additional methods of comparing expo-
nential growth rates across species (e.g. cube-root modeling [Huggett & Widdas, 1951; Chapter 
3]). 

Materials & Methods

Histology and reconstruction. Data was collected by macro- and microscopic photography of 
embryos sectioned for histology. Embryological slides were digitized at the American Museum 
of Natural History, the National Museum for Health and Medicine, the Duke Comparative Em-
bryology Collection (DUCEC), the Kathleen Smith Collection, the Museum für Naturkunde, and 
the Cornell Embryo Collection. Image sets provided by the Virtual Human Embryo, eMAP proj-
ect, and the Theunissen lab were also analyzed. Images were acquired at serial intervals along 
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the axis of dissection for the entire embryo. Acquisition frequency differs by dissection axis, but 
ranges from 80-350 images per embryo.

Image processing. Processing includes image stitching and isolation of embryonic issue (Pho-
toshop CC), registration of adjacent sections (ImageJ: StackReg), and 3D imaging (ImageJ: 
3DViewer). Tissue boundaries were delineated with reference to embryonic atlases and outlined 
in Photoshop CC (Fig. 4.2). Umbilical tissue was removed by tracing the ventral wall of the 
torso, retaining visceral organs. Area estimation follows Weibel’s [1963] method of using projec-
tions and a point-lattice to estimate section area, using pixels instead of a point-lattice.

Volumetric reconstruction. Structure volumes are reconstructed via the Cavalieri method [Cav-
alieri, 1635], which multiplies sample depth by slice area along the axis of dissection. Variants 
of this method have been used to study interbrain allometry in adult [Stephan et al., 1981] and 
embryonic brains [Striedter & Charvet, 2008], as well as whole embryos and embryonic organs 
[Goedbloed 1976]. Sample depth was calculated by multiplying dissection depth by acquisi-
tion frequency. Absolute tissue volume estimates are complicated by the effects of shrinkage in 
preparation for histology (i.e. fixation and sectioning). Reconstructed volumes were corrected to 
account for tissue shrinkage using the correction factor in Goedbloed [1976] of 0.40 (the volume 
ratio of reconstructed to original embryonic tissue). This correction factor is similar to that found 
in Striedter & Charvet [2008]. Allometric analyses can partially mitigate this effect, though it is 
likely that fixation affects tissue populations differently. As such, absolute volumes and allome-
tric proportions reported here should be treated with the same caution as previous studies em-
ploying these techniques [e.g. Goedbloed, 1967; Stephan et al., 1981; Striedter & Charvet, 2008].

Staging and age estimation. In species for which embryonic staging is available, each embryo 
was assigned a Carnegie Stage according to a combination of total length, external morphology, 
and age in days post-conception. 

Total sample. A total of 86 embryos were analyzed in this study, and are combined with averaged 

Figure 4.2. Methods for reconstruction of whole embryos from sectioned material prepared for histology. (A) Pho-
tograph of a Carnegie Stage 16 human embryo prior to sectioning. (B) Lateral view of the reconstructed 3D embryo 
produced by stacking 275 individual slices. (C) The embryonic brain isolated via image analysis. (D) A transverse
slice with brain tissue marked in black, sampled from the level of the dotted line. Photograph and histology sets 
taken from the Virtual Human Embryo project. 
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data on mouse and rat from Goedbloed [1976]. Embryos were selected to maximize temporal 
distribution across stages of embryonic development and according to availability in the relevant 
collections. Primate species include Homo sapiens (n=12), Macaca mulatta (n=1), Macaca fas-
cicularis (n=4), Presbytis melalophos (n=1), Nasalis larvatus (n=1), Tarsius sp. (n=3), Microce-
bus myoxinus (n=12), and Galagoides demidovii (n=4). Non-primate species include Felis catus 
(n=8), Canis familiaris (n=1), Equus ferus (n=1), Bos taurus (n=9), Sus scrofa (n=5), Centetes 
ecandatus (n=1), Hemicentetes sp. (n=3), Ovis aries (n=8), and Tupaia javanica (n=5). 

Growth modeling. The sample of embryos presented here represents the first data of its kind 
in most of the species considered. However, both allometric and growth models are limited by 
several constraints of this dataset. First, in species for which only a few embryos are available 
or in which embryos are not distributed over developmental stages, complete characterization of 
embryonic growth patterns cannot be fully determined. Second, as few embryos in this collection 
have a known age post-conception, growth models over time (cf. Fig 4.1B, 4.1C) can only be ap-
plied to species for which estimates of embryonic staging vs. age are available. Finally, variation 
in allometric proportions and total mass are considerable across embryonic stages [Goedbloed, 
1976], and in fact were a motivating factor in the development of the Carnegie Staging system 
[O’Rahilly & Muller, 1987]; the limited embryos in this sample cannot possibly capture this vari-
ation, but remain useful to characterize broad growth patterns in the species presented.
 In order to facilitate comparisons with fetal allometric growth analyses (Chapter 2), 
log-log brain/body growth is modeled over embryonic development in the present dataset, with 
average fetal regression models for primate and non-primate mammals superimposed. However, 
as whole body size is variable across species relative to embryonic stages [Butler & Juurlink, 
1987], relative brain size is also plotted according to embryonic stages; intercept values from 
fetal models (i.e. predicted relative brain size at 1g body size; Chapter 2) are similarly superim-
posed. Relative brain size vs. Carnegie Stage for individual species is plotted separately to allow 
visual inspection of species trends; this analysis is presented only for species in which sample 
size is sufficient to describe trends over developmental time.
 Finally, in order to distinguish between brain and body growth acceleration or deceler-
ation as the cause of allometric shifts (Fig. 4.1), cube-root models of estimated mass over age 
post-conception is presented in a limited subsample for which reliable age post-conception is 
available: Homo sapiens, Mus musculus, Rattus rattus, and Felis catus. Cube-root regression 
models are compared using analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) to test for slope differences. This 
analysis is applied to later phases of embryonic development, during which most non-primate 
mammals decrease in allometric proportions (a decrease not observed in primates; see below). 

Results

Embryonic allometry. Log-transformed brain and body size are presented in Figure 4.3B for 
both primates (blue) and non-primate mammals (red); later fetal allometric data are shown in 
Fig. 4.3A for reference (see Chapter 2). In order to examine individual species’ transitions across 
this period, relative brain size over embryonic stages (Carnegie Staging) is shown in Fig. 4.3C 
(primates) and Fig. 4.3D (non-primates). Ranges of relative brain size over later fetal develop-
ment (Fig. 4.3A) for primates (P) and non-primates (NP) are shown to the right of both plots to 
provide context for later fetal growth trends.   
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Figure 4.3. Embryonic and fetal brain/body allometric growth. (A) Log-log whole ontogenetic trajectories for 
primate (blue) and non-primate mammals (red) across fetal and postnatal development. The intercept is shown as a 
dashed orange line. (B) Log-log brain/body growth of the embryos analyzed in this study. Again, the intercept (1g 
body size) is shown as a dashed orange line. Average fetal regression models for primates and non-primates are 
shown in the upper right corner. (C) Relative brain size across Carnegie Stages 12-23 of embryonic development in 
the primate subsample. Relative brain size increases between CS 15 and CS17 in primates, entering fetal develop-
ment within the range of values during fetal development [P]. (D) Relative brain size across Carnegie Stages 12-23 
of embryonic development in the non-primate subsample. Mouse, rat, tree shrew, tenrec, and cat all exhibit high 
allometric portions over this period, while values for ungulates (sheep, pig, and ox) remain relatively low. Among 
the available sample, most species show gradual decreases ending within the range of non-primate fetal values [NP] 
observed later in development.
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 Primate relative brain size increases over embryonic development, beginning approxi-
mately at Carnegie Stage 16, to reach the ~12-14% proportions that will predominate throughout 
the rest of fetal development. The timing of this increase coincides with estimates of progenitor 
proliferation in the telencephalon in both human and macaque (described as the “ballooning” 
of the telencephalic vesicle [Rakic & Kornack, 2001]). For example, neurodevelopmental event 
models predict the appearance of the post-proliferative zone of the medial pallium at 42d in 
human (CS17) and 38d in macaque (CS19), with the onset of cortical neurogenesis beginning 
shortly thereafter (layer I emergence: 51d in human [CS21], 43d in macaque [CS21])[Workman 
et al., 2013; Butler & Juurlink, 1987]. This high relative brain size is retained in primates across 
later fetal development (Chapter 2). 
 Non-primate mammals exhibit considerably more variability in allometric proportions 
across embryonic development. Mouse (Mus musculus) and rat (Rattus rattus)[Goedbloed, 1976] 
exhibit high allometric proportions across earlier stages of embryogenesis following neurulation 
(CS8/9); only in later stages do they decrease to enter the non-primate range of fetal proportions. 
Neurogenic onset is earlier in these species in relation to Carnegie Stages (post-proliferative 
zone of the medial pallium appears at 11d in mouse [CS13]; 14d in rat [CS14]; [Workman et al., 
2013]). Cat (Felis catus) also reach a peak relative brain side coinciding with this event (23d 
[CS18]) but decrease in relative brain size thereafter as neurogenesis commences. Tree shrew 
(Tupaia) and tenrec (Hemicentetes) also exhibit relatively high proportions over later embryonic 
development; measures in ungulates remain low throughout the embryonic period. Full charac-
terization of allometric growth in several of these species is limited by data availability. Most 
non-primate species exit embryonic development within the range of relative brain size observed 
across fetal development in all non-primate mammals. 

Figure 4.4. Cube root models of brain and body growth over later stages of embryonic development. This subsam-
ple of embryos traces the period of time when allometric proportions decrease in mouse, rat, and cat while remain-
ing fairly constant in human. (A) Body mass slope in human is approximately half that of cat, mouse, or rat over this 
period. (B) Brain mass slope is relatively constant across all four species.
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 In the broadest terms, this analysis demonstrates that primates are not unique in attaining 
high relative brain size over embryonic development; however, primates alone retain this high 
brain/body proportion into fetal development, while most non-primate species exhibit a sharp 
decrease in relative brain size over the later stages of embryogenesis.

Cube root modeling of brain and body growth. Cube root models of brain and body size over 
days post-conception are shown in Fig. 4.4. The human body coefficient (0.421) is lower that of 
cat (0.962), mouse (0.755), and rat (0.945); in ANCOVA tests, the difference between human and 
cat reaches the level of significance (p= 0.032), but not mouse (p= 0.092) or rat (p= 0.063). By 
contrast, the human brain coefficient (0.225) is lower to those of cat (0.278) and rat (0.326), and 
slightly higher than mouse (0.209); no test reaches significance, and p values for the interaction 
terms are considerably higher (cat, p=0.689; mouse, p=0.896; rat, p= 0.564).  

Discussion

This paper presents the first allometric brain/body data during embryonic development in a 
comparative dataset of primate and non-primate mammals. As previously reported for mouse 
and rat [Goedbloed, 1976], allometric proportions over embryonic development deviate from the 
approximately linear trends observed over later fetal development [i.e. the “rapid growth phase”; 
Renfree et al., 1982]. These deviations are distributed over different body masses and embryonic 
stages in different species, reflecting differences in embryo sizes at similar developmental events 
[Butler & Juurlink, 1987] and differences in neurodevelopment vs. embryonic stages, which 
largely track postcranial somatic morphology. 

Origins of primate prenatal encephalization. Primates are not unique in achieving high brain/
body proportions during embryonic development – unambiguously high proportions are also 
observed in mouse, rat, cat, tree shrew, and tenrec specimens over this period (Fig. 4.3D). How-
ever, primates alone retain these high proportions into fetal development, producing relatively 
large brains (~12% [Sacher, 1982]) for the remainder of the “rapid growth phase” [Renfree et al., 
1982] of fetal development (Fig 4.3C). Allometric decreases in later stages of embryonic devel-
opment are clearly shown in mouse, rat, and cat; while tree shrew embryos in this study suggest a 
similar growth trajectory to primates, their conformity with non-primate trends at birth (Chapter 
2) suggest they also decrease in allometric proportions in a manner common to other non-primate 
mammals. 
 Cube root models of brain and body growth over age post-conception (Fig. 4.4) applied 
to later embryonic stages – those periods when allometric proportions decrease in non-primates 
but remain high in primates – suggest that slow somatic growth accounts for primates’ retention 
of high brain/body proportions in later embryonic and subsequent fetal development. Human 
body growth acceleration over this period (measured from cube-root slope; see Chapter 3) is 
much lower than mouse, rat, or cat, while brain growth coefficients largely overlap. While AN-
COVA tests of this trend produce ambiguous results due to the limited sample sizes in this study, 
body slope differences produce p-values below 0.10, while difference in brain growth slopes are 
far from significant (all p-values >0.5). This is consistent with the slow primate fetal growth rates 
observed in later fetal stages of development, and with the relative constancy of eutherian brain 
growth rates (Chapter 3).
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 It remains possible that changes to brain growth rates during embryonic development 
play an important role in changing allometric proportions. The most clear evidence for this 
comes from Goedbloed’s [1976] analysis of rat and mouse growth, which shows decelerated 
brain growth around the onset of neurogenesis from progenitor pools (Fig. S3.3). This effect 
can only be detected in datasets larger than those examined here. Larger samples of embryos of 
known age post-conception will be needed to test if similar alterations to brain growth rates ac-
company the onset of neurogenesis in other species, and whether primates deviate meaningfully 
patterns of non-primate mammalian brain growth rates.

Limitations and future directions. Embryos analyzed in this study were selected to maximize the 
number of species represented, as well as their distribution over developmental time (i.e. Carne-
gie Stages). This emphasis requires a trade-off wherein most stages are represented by only one 
embryo in a given species, making it difficult to capture variability within species at any given 
stage, and severely limiting the interpretation of growth models (e.g. cube-root models). Embryo 
digitization and analysis was also limited to specimens that are available in the collections and 
museums studied. Finally, assigning ages post-conception to embryos for which this information 
is unavailable – a necessary step in growth modeling – is only possible in species for which em-
bryonic staging systems have been developed. 
 Systems of embryonic staging (e.g. the Carnegie system) attempt to classify embryos 
according to major events common to embryogenesis in diverse species, such as gastrulation and 
neurulation. This is an essential contribution to comparative embryology, as species differ in both 
absolute size and age post-conception at which these major events take place [Butler & Juurlink, 
1987]. However, staging necessarily overlooks important differences in the growth and devel-
opment of individual organs and tissues that are central to the emergence of phenotypes later in 
ontogeny (i.e. heterochrony [Gould, 1977]) by assigning a stage to the whole embryo. Recent 
work on neurodevelopmental event modeling [Workman et al., 2013] is a good example of how 
comparative ontogeny might be better understood according to the development of individual 
organs. Additional work of this type should help to clarify how differential tissue growth and 
development generate adult phenotypes.
 Future research will focus on collecting and analyzing additional embryos in such as 
way as to overcome these limitations. Increasing the number of embryos within species at given 
stages will help to characterize the variability in growth patterns that has been well documented 
in more comprehensive studies of mouse and rat [Goedbloed, 1976]. Similarly, expanding the 
representation of embryos across stages of development and diverse species will be necessary 
to examine the emergence of species-unique patterns of growth. While this study has focused 
on gross brain/body proportions in order to study the emergence of primate encephalization, the 
datasets collected will be useful to studying early visceral organ growth patterns, as well as the 
early parcellation of embryonic brain vesicles and their derivatives. 

Conclusions

Shared primate encephalization over prenatal development emerges during later stages of em-
bryogenesis. The data presented here suggests this novel feature of primate allometric growth – 
generating highly encephalized neonates and adults later in ontogeny – is a consequence of slow 
somatic growth beginning in later stages of embryonic development. Over comparable periods of 
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development, non-primate mammals exhibit faster somatic growth rates, but similar brain growth 
rates.
 This study provides developmental evidence that the increase in relative brain size at the 
origin of the primate Order may have resulted from evolutionary pressure to decrease body size, 
rather than increase brain size [Sacher, 1982; Deacon, 1990]. This is consistent with primates’ 
slow life histories and the relative constancy of exponential brain growth rates irrespective of 
absolute size or isocortical proportions (Chapter 3). This implies that increased relative brain size 
shared among primates may have evolved as an adaptation to arboreal locomotion, such as the 
navigation of a “fine-branch niche” [Cartmill, 1972], rather than as a consequence of selective 
pressure for improved cognitive or behavioral features.
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CHAPTER 5. Concluding Remarks

Despite differences in adult encephalization between primate radiations, all primates share a 
uniquely high degree of encephalization across fetal development (Chapter 2). Primate prenatal 
encephalization can be traced back to early embryonic development, as shown by the increased 
intercept in primate rapid growth phase regression models relative to other mammalian species. 
Primates also exhibit relatively high allometric slopes across fetal development (approximately 
isometric), while most non-primate mammals exhibit negative allometry (with several excep-
tions; Chapter 2). Anthropoid primates overlap in allometric growth patterns over fetal develop-
ment, and are unrelated to either grade shifts in encephalization or whole brain size. Neonatal 
data indicates that prosimians share this high fetal allometric proportion with other primate 
radiations; limited data in tree shrews indicate they follow the lower trend of non-primate mam-
mals. Other highly encephalized species (e.g. dolphins) conform to the non-primate trend as well, 
suggesting a novel alteration to embryonic development unique to the primate Order, and respon-
sible for their shared encephalization patterns relative to glires. 
 Several lines of evidence suggest that changes to body growth are responsible for this 
primate-shared shift. Fetal brain growth acceleration is not exceptional in primates, but body 
growth is decelerated [Sacher & Staffeldt, 1974; Chapter 3]; as such, primates’ high fetal allo-
metric slopes are likely a consequence of exceptionally slow fetal body growth (Chapter 2, 3). 
While primates exhibit a shared increase in isocortical proportions over “insectivores” [Stephan 
et al., 1981; Barton & Harvey, 2000], anthropoid neonatal values overlap with those of prosimi-
ans along the primate-shared regression line, suggesting that isocortical proportions do not selec-
tively increase the allometric intercept. Finally, evidence from embryonic allometry and growth 
modeling suggests that during late embryonic development, primates alone retain high brain/
body proportions – a period of time during which body growth acceleration is already lower than 
that of rat, mouse, and cat (Chapter 4).
 Theories that fetal brain growth is constrained by resource availability via physiological 
variables, such as maternal metabolism [Martin, 1981] or placental morphology [Elliot & Crespi, 
2008], are not supported by the data presented here. Regular differences in birth timing relative 
to allometric (Chapter 2) and sigmoid brain growth plots (Chapter 3) are described, and help 
account for the observed variation in neonatal brain size across mammals [Sacher & Staffeldt, 
1974]. However, the surprisingly low amount of variation observed in brain growth acceleration 
relative to other organs among eutherian mammals (Chapter 3) could suggest a preferential allo-
cation of resources to neurodevelopment over other organs. Additional research into embryonic 
organ allometry will be necessary to clarify how evolution alters early growth patterns to gener-
ate diverse morphological phenotypes later in mammalian ontogeny.
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